
ABSTRACT

CABRAL, MATTHEW JOHN. Quantifying Short-Range Chemical and Structural Order
in Complex Oxides via Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy. (Under the direction
of James M. LeBeau and Elizabeth C. Dickey).

Electron microscopy is a robust tool for characterizing a variety of materials from the

micro to atomic scale. Specifically, scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) as

continued to develop technologically with sub-Ångstrom resolution being commonplace.

The resolution afforded by STEM imaging coupled with it’s accuracy and precision has

made it an invaluable tool for characterizing atomic structure and chemistry of techno-

logically important materials at the local scale. Material properties are a manifestation

of their atomic arrangements and it is necessary to understand these structures in order

to engineer next generation advanced materials.

Relaxors and relaxor ferroelectrics are among the most technologically important

materials, and have a wealth of applications. Despite their widespread use, the origin

of their outstanding electromechanical properties is the subject of continued research.

STEM offers the unique ability to probe these materials at the atomic scale and under-

stand their complex chemical and structural make-up. In this work, aberration-corrected

STEM imaging is used to identify chemical and structural correlations at nanometer

length scales in the relaxor PMN and the relaxor ferroelectric PMN-PT. These materials

are characterized by short-range chemical order and the existence of nanometer sized

domains known as polar nanoregions. Despite extensive research effort, the interplay of

these two nanoscale features has yet to be established. Further, recently developed A-site

doped PMN-PT single crystals are also investigated. These materials exhibit ultrahigh

piezoelectricity, which is believed to arise from structural heterogeneity in their atomic

structures.

Finally, X-ray diffuse scattering measurements are investigated for the relaxor PMN.

Diffuse scattering is a technique that is used to elucidate deviations in a materials local

structure from it’s global structure. The combination of information gained from both

STEM imaging and diffuse scattering offers a unique opportunity to probe relaxors in

both real and reciprocal space. Further, these techniques can be used to inform structural

models that can be used to simulate both STEM images and diffuse scattering.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Material properties including pyroelectricity, ferroelectricity, and piezoelectricity arise

from the distribution and arrangement of atoms at sub-nanometer length scales. As

techniques for material fabrication continue to develop, it is important to understand the

connection between atomic structure and macroscopic properties. Although materials

with perfect crystalline structures are rare, disorder at the atomic length scale has been

crucial for manifesting many important material properties [1, 2]. Understanding and

manipulating atomic structure is crucial for the continuing development of advanced

materials.

Atomic structure is commonly characterized using diffraction based techniques which

can employ X-rays, neutrons, or electrons [3]. Diffraction utilizes the interference of ra-

diation with wavelengths on the order of the atomic spacing as they travel through a

material to form a diffraction pattern. Diffraction patterns are highly sensitive to the

crystallographic makeup of a material and can be interpreted to characterize atomic

structure. Moreover diffuse scattering; scattering which arises from disordered structures

within an ordered lattice can be interpreted to determine the interplay of ordered and

disordered phases in a material [4]. While diffraction is a powerful tool for materials char-

acterization, information is averaged over a large volume. Due to this global averaging,

it can be difficult to probe unique structural features which occur at length scales on the

order of nanometers.

Another technique, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), can be used in conjunc-

tion with diffraction to explore atomic arrangement in real-space. Although TEM and

scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) have been widely used for materi-
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als characterization, advances in aberration-correction and in-situ techniques have pro-

vided new opportunities for studying atomic structure. These advances have enabled the

imaging of atomic structures with picometer-scale precision and accuracy [5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

These advances have opened up new opportunities for real-space crystallography [10],

exploration of materials interfaces [11] and investigating surface reconstructions [12, 13].

Given the tremendous advances in TEM and STEM technology, these techniques are well

suited for investigating local disorder, structure, and chemistry in advanced materials.

The organization of this dissertation is as follows:

• The remainder of chapter 1 introduces the concept of piezoelectricity and ferro-

electricity with a discussion of how these properties arise from a material’s atomic

structure. A subset of ferroelectrics, known as ’relaxors’ are then introduced, with

differences between traditional ferroelectrics relaxors discussed. The chapter con-

cludes with a review of the materials being investigated in this dissertation including

PMN and PMN-PT.

• Chapter 2 discusses the materials and methods employed in this dissertation includ-

ing an overview of crystal growth and sample preparation for electron microscopy.

A brief overview of STEM imaging, diffraction, and image simulation are then dis-

cussed. The chapter concludes with an overview of the image analysis techniques

used.

• Chapter 3 investigates chemical order in the relaxor PMN and characterizes it on an

atom by atom basis. This analysis includes the determination of sub-lattice position

and the definition of an order metric with comparison to simulation.

• Chapter 4 connects local structure with local chemistry in the relaxor PMN. Sta-

tistical analysis is employed in order to determine significant correlation between

Pb displacement and Mg/Nb intensity. Additionally, size and distribution of PNRs

in PMN are determined from STEM images.

• Chapter 5 connects observations (structure and chemistry) made in PMN with

STEM imaging to build models for simulating diffuse X-ray scattering. Diffuse

scattering simulations are employed in order to replicate experimental X-ray diffuse

scattering patterns.
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• Chapter 6 investigates newly developed PMN-PT single crystals that contain A site

dopants. These materials demonstrate piezoelectricity that is significantly larger

than traditional relaxor-PT solid solutions.

• Chapter 7 introduces A-site doped PMN-PT single crystals. These crystals, which

demonstrate greatly enhanced piezoelectric properties in comparison to undoped

PMN-PT crystals, undergo significant structural distortion. The interplay of doping

on the chemical distribution and structure is explored.

• Chapter 8 contains concluding remarks and recommendations for future work.

1.1 Technological Importance of Relaxors

In comparison to conventional poly-crystalline ferroelectrics at the MPB, such as lead

zirconate titanate (PZT), singe crystal relaxor ferroelectrics exhibit exceptionally large

piezoelectric coefficients and electromechanical coupling. Piezoelectric coefficients (d33)

on the excess of >2500 pC/N and electromechanical coupling (k33) in excess of >0.9 are

commonplace in single crystal relaxor-PT solid solutions. These properties are attained

near/at the MPB of these relaxor-PT single crystals. In the case of PMN-PT, d33 increases

from 1200 to 2500 pC/N between compositions of x = 0.26 to x = 0.30 [14]. Ceramic

PZT samples can attain d33 ∼ 750 pC/N, which is inherently limited by the hysteresis

due to domain motion of a traditional ferroelectric. In contrast, relaxor-PT materials are

characterized by their low hysteresis allowing for enhanced piezoelectric properties [15].

There are numerous applications of relaxor ferroelectrics thanks in part to their piezo-

electric properties. One application would be in ultrasonic transducers, which convert an

electrical signal to ultrasound. The electromechanical coupling of relaxor-PT materials is

what drives the bandwidth of ultrasound transducers, allowing for enhanced image reso-

lution. A further application utilizing ultrasound is in underwater acoustic transducers.

Relaxor-PT materials are able to meet the demanding performance requirements for un-

derwater applications aiding in the development of underwater vehicles, mineral mining,

and oceanographic research. A second application of relaxor-PT materials are for sensors,

which converts a mechanical stimulus to a signal that can be recorded. Other applica-

tions include actuators, accelerometers, hydrophones, and ultrasonic motors [14, 16, 17].

All of these applications rely on the piezoelectric response and electromechanical prop-
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erties provided by relaxors. Given the technological importance of relaxors, it is crucial

to understand the origin of their properties in order to engineer the next generation of

devices.

1.2 Piezoelectricity and Ferroelectricity

Piezoelectricity is a material property that can be described as a coupling of mechanical

and electrical properties. A piezoelectric will generate an electric charge in response to

an applied mechanical stress, and conversely will structurally deform when placed under

an electrical bias. For a material to be piezoelectric it must lack a inversion center (i.e. be

non-centrosymmetric). For example if an atom is present at position (x,y,z) in a crystalline

material, it is non-centrosymmetric if an atom is not present at (-x,-y,-z). Twenty of the

32 material point groups are non-centrosymmetric, allowing for piezoelectricity [3, 18]. In

the case of a centrosymmetric material, an applied strain will not change if the applied

electric field is reversed.

The piezoelectricity of a material can be represented by the following equation:

Pi = dijkσjk (1.1)

Where Pi is the polarization, dijk is the piezoelectric tensor, and σjk is the applied

mechanical stress. In response to an electric field, Ei the equation:

εjk = dijkEi (1.2)

represents the strain, εjk, which results due to the applied field. The piezoelectric tensor

dijk is third rank, meaning it can have up to 27 components, but is limited to 18 due

to the symmetry of the stress and strain tensors (σjk = σkj and εjk = εkj). The number

of piezoelectric tensor components is related to the material space group where a tri-

clinic material (least symmetry) would have 18 components but this number decreases

with increasing crystal symmetry according to Neumann’s principle [3, 18, 19]. Of the 20

piezoelectric point groups, 10 have a unique polar axis allowing for spontaneous polariza-

tion. These 10 point groups are pyroelectric, meaning that they can be polarized by an

electric field. These materials can be described as polar due to a separation of positive

and negative charge at the center [19].
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Ferroelectric materials are piezoelectrics that exhibit spontaneous polarization which

can be reoriented by an applied electric field. At the atomic scale, polarization is a by

the displacement of cations and anions from their ideal positions. The polarization as a

response to an applied electric field (P-E loop) can be illustrated using a hysteresis loop

as illustrated in Figure 1.1. In order to reorient the spontaneous polarization (Ps), the

applied electric field must exceed the coercive field (Ec). Upon removal of the electric

field a remnant polarization (PR) remains which unless modified by another electric field

or with increasing temperature [18, 20].

Figure 1.1: Typical polarization vs. E-field hysteresis loop for a traditional ferroelectric.

The direction of the spontaneous polarization exhibited by a ferroelectric material

is dependant on the crystal structure of the material as well as the temperature. An

example of a ferroelectric material which undergoes phase transitions with temperature

is the classical ferroelectric barium titanate, BaTiO3 (BTO). Like many well studied

ferroelectrics, BTO is characterized by a perovskite structure (formula ABO3) which has

three unique lattice positions. The two cation lattice positions are denoted as the A-site

(Ba2+) and the B-site (Ti4+) with coordination numbers of 12 and 6 respectively for a

cubic perovskite structure. The B-sites are surrounded by 6 oxygen anions (O2−) that

are octahedrally coordinated as illustrated in Figure 1.2.

At room temperature, BTO adopts a tetragonal perovskite structure, where spon-
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Figure 1.2: Temperature dependant phase transitions and and their respective sponta-
neous polarization directions for classical ferroelectric BaTiO3. The oxygen octahedron
surrounding the B-site is not illustrated.

taneous polarization occurs along 〈100〉-type crystallographic directions. Upon cooling

below 283K (10◦C), BTO will undergo two further transitions, first to a orthorhom-

bic phase, then to a rhombohedral phase which occurs below 183 K (-90◦C) [21, 22] as

illustrated in Figure 1.3. The direction of BTO’s spontaneous polarization is of 〈110〉-
type and 〈111〉-type for the orthorhombic and rhombohedral phases respectively [4, 21].

These cation distortions occur with respect to the oxygen octahedra as a result of the

competition between covalent and ionic forces between Ti and O [21, 23].

Figure 1.3: Temperature dependant phase transitions and and their respective sponta-
neous polarization directions for classical ferroelectric BaTiO3. The oxygen octahedron
surrounding the B-site is not illustrated.
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When heated to temperatures above 393 K (120◦C) BTO will transform to it’s para-

electric (non-ferroelectric) phase. The temperature that a traditional ferroelectric tran-

sitions to it’s paraelectric phase is know as the Curie temperature (TC) and is a feature

of traditional ferroelectric materials. Above the Curie temperature, BTO transforms to

a cubic structure (and thus centrosymmetric) making it non-ferroelectric [18, 19].

Regions in the crystal structure of a ferroelectric material where the cation displace-

ments occur in the same direction is known as a domain. The domain structures can vary

significantly across a material with domains of differing orientations being separated by

domain walls. Domain walls can either be 180◦ or non-180◦ in nature, and this value is

determined by the calculating the difference in the angle of the polarization directions

between neighboring domains. For example, in the case of a 180◦ domain wall, the polar-

ization in one domain will point in a direction rotated 180◦ from it’s neighboring domain.

Ferroelectric domains can be displaced or reoriented by an external stimulus such as a

mechanical stress or electric field [19, 24].

1.3 Relaxors and Relaxor Ferroelectrics

Relaxors are a class of ferroelectric materials that possess several factors that distinguish

them from traditional ferroelectrics. A traditional ferroelectric, like the aforementioned

example of BaTiO3, has a dielectric response that obeys the Curie-Weiss law. The Curie-

Weiss law is given by:

ε
′
=

C

T − TC
(1.3)

where C is a material dependant Curie constant, TC is the Curie temperature of the ma-

terial, and T is the temperature. For a traditional ferroelectric, the dielectric permittivity

as a function of temperature undergoes an abrupt transition at the Curie temperature

with little dispersion as shown in Figure 1.4(a). In contrast, the permittivity of a relaxor

deviates from the Curie-Weiss law, demonstrating a broad, diffuse transition as illus-

trated in Figure 1.4(b). At the temperature where maximum permittivity is attained,

Tmax, the shape of the dielectric response can be approximated by:

ε
′
=

1

T − Tmax
(1.4)
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In addition to the diffuse permittivity of relaxors, their dielectric permittivity also demon-

strates a frequency dependence [25, 26, 27].

Figure 1.4: Permittivity as a function of temperature for both (a) traditional ferro-
electrics and (b) relaxors. (c) Representative polarization vs. E-field hysteresis loop for
a traditional ferroelectric. (d) Characteristic slim polarization vs. E-field hysteresis loop
for a relaxor demonstrating small coercive field and remnant polarization values.

A second feature that distinguishes relaxors from traditional ferroelectrics is the na-

ture of their hysteresis P-E loops. As illustrated in Figure 1.4(c), a large PR results due

to the cooperative nature of domain movement. Traditional ferroelectrics also posses a

large EC , thus a sufficiently large electric field is necessary to reorient their domains. In

contrast, relaxors demonstrate a ”slim” hysteresis loop as illustrated in Figure 1.4(d).

This characteristic slim loop is commonly attributed to the existence of nanodomains,

tiny ferroelectric domains that are on the order of several nanometers in size. Nano-

sized domains are another feature distinguishing relaxors from traditional ferroelectrics.

When a sufficiently large electric field is applied to a relaxor, the nanodomains will re-

orient with the field leading to a large polarization response. Upon removal of the field,
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the nanodomains will mostly reorient themselves randomly, but with a small degree of

cooperative freezing leading to a small PR [20, 25, 26, 26, 28].

Despite extensive study the governing mechanism of relaxor ferroelectrics, and the

origin of their large dielectric response remain topics of debate. The model most com-

monly utilized to understand relaxor behavior involves the presence of nanometer-sized

polar domains, known as ”polar nanoregions” (PNRs) dispersed in a non-polar matrix

[28, 29]. As is the case for traditional ferroelectrics, no domains (nano or macro sized) are

present in relaxors at sufficiently high temperatures. Upon cooling, relaxors transition

to an ergodic state where PNRs with randomly oriented dipoles appear. This transition

temperature is known as the Burns temperature (TB) [30, 31], below which local changes

in the crystal structure occur. At temperatures just below TB, PNRs are dynamic in

nature. As the material temperature continually decreases, PNRs become more static

and are frozen into an non-ergodic state, with the average structure remaining cubic for

a relaxor [28].

The evolution of PNRs can be illustrated for the case of a prototypical relaxor, namely

Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 (PMN). The Burns temperature of PMN is approximately 620K and

corresponds to the temperature where PNRs begin to form (Figure 1.5). PNRs begin to

form in PMN when it is cooled below TB, with the PNRs being dynamic in nature. The

PNRs will continue to grow with continued cooling below the Burns temperature. At room

temperature the PNRs will be between 1-2 nm in diameter and occupy approximately

11% of the total volume of PMN. At lower temperatures, for example T = 200K as show

in Figure 1.5, PNRs will occupy a larger volume of PMN (∼30%) and grow to sizes

between 5-6 nm [28, 32]. Below temperatures of ∼ 200K PNRs will effectively overlap,

preventing a continuing increase in their size [28].

1.4 Relaxor and Relaxor Ferroelectric Compounds

Relaxors and relaxor ferroelectrics are materials that have great technological importance

for a variety of applications. Despite being highly studied since the 1950’s, many open

questions regarding relaxors remain, including a description of their governing mecha-

nisms and the origin of their outstanding piezoelectric properties. Examples of relaxor

materials include the Pb-based compounds such as PMN, Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 (PZN),

Pb(Mg1/3Ta2/3)O3 (PMT), and Pb(Sc1/2Nb1/2)O3 (PSN).
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of the PNR structure in prototypical relaxor PMN as a function
of temperature. At and above the Burns temperature, no PNRs are present. Upon cooling,
the average size of PNRs continue to grow.

1.4.1 Lead Magnesium Niobate (PMN)

Among all currently discovered relaxors, lead magnesium niobate (PMN) is among the

most widely studied compounds. PMN is a prototypical Pb-containing relaxor that is the

subject of continuing investigation. Like many Pb-based relaxors, PMN adopts a cubic

perovskite structure with Pb occupying the A-site and Mg/Nb occupying the B-site at a

1:2 ratio. PMN can be characterized by a B sub-lattice that lacks long range compositional

order, i.e. compositional disorder on the B-sites. The chemical heterogeneity of this lattice

position is critical for the relaxor behavior of PMN as it disrupts long range ferroelectric

coupling. A characteristic of Pb-based relaxor compounds is that they are non-isovalent,

meaning that at least one of their sub-lattice sites is occupied by elements with different

valence states.

Although a trademark of relaxor compounds is compositional disorder, chemical order

at length scales of several nanometers is commonly observed in Pb-based relaxors. In

PMN, chemically ordered regions (CORs) on the order of ∼2-5 nm have been observed

with high resolution TEM imaging. [33, 34]. Though the application of electron diffraction

along the pseudocubic 〈110〉-zone axis, the presence of CORs is inferred from the presence

of super lattice diffraction spots. Although the global structure of PMN is cubic with

space group Pm3m, 1:1 ordered CORs with space group Fm3m, have been inferred due

to the presence of the weak super lattice spots at 1/2〈111〉 positions. A ’space charge’

model was initially proposed to describe the COR structure wherein Mg2+ and Nb5+

cations occupy alternating positions in a double-perovskite structure. These alternating
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positions are denoted as the βI and βII positions as illustrated in Figure 1.6. Since these

1:1 CORs would have a net charge, a Nb rich matrix would be required to maintain

charge neutrality [26, 27].

Figure 1.6: Illustration of the double perovskite COR structure with βI and βII positions
identified.

The nature of chemical order in PMN and other Pb-based relaxors have been the

subject of extensive study. Several efforts have been put forth in order to modify the

chemical order in relaxors and understand how it effects the dielectric properties. For

example, dielectric studies of Pb(Sc1/2Sc1/2)O3 (PST) attribute it’s characteristic diffuse

permmitivity peak to the non-ordered regions. The degree of cation order in PST can be

controlled through thermal treatments with an increase in order leading to diminished re-

laxor properties [35, 36]. Similar observations have not been made in Pb(Mg1/3Ta2/3)O3

(PMT) and PMN however. In such cases, thermal treatments and the addition of ap-

propriate additives are necessary to promote coarsening of ordered regions. Although

PMT can be modified with a small amount of additives and thermal treatment, PMN

requires a substantial amount of additives in order to promote ordered domain coarsen-

ing. This discrepancy is attributed to the low order-disorder temperature (<900◦C) of

PMN in comparison to PMT (∼1375◦C) [37, 38, 39]. With appropriate treatments, near

full order can be attained in both PMN and PMT.

Unlike the case for PST, both PMN and PMT retain their relaxor properties upon

coarsening of their CORs. A consequence of this conclusion is that the chemically ordered

structure in PMN and PMT can not be reconciled with the space charge model. Since
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the CORs in the space charge model consist of 1:1 ordering of Mg and Nb cations, a fully

ordered system would not be charge neutral. An alternative, charge-balanced ’random-

site’ model is proposed to describe the ordering mechanism in PMN and PMT related

compounds [40]. Like for the space charge model, the ’random-site’ model consists of

CORs embedded in a chemically disordered matrix. The CORs in the ’random-site’ can

be characterized by a double perovskite structure with two distinct B sub-lattice positions

as presented in Figure 1.6. In this case, the βI position contains a random distribution

of Mg and Nb at a 2:1 ratio while the βII contains Nb cations exclusively. Unlike the

space charge model, the ’random-site’ model has charge neutral CORs and does not

require a Nb rich matrix [37, 39]. This model is in agreement with observations made

with Z-contrast STEM imaging, with findings that refute the space-charge model in PMN

[41, 42].

Since chemical disorder is a well established characteristic of relaxor compounds,

the compositional randomness on the βI is attributed with the persistence of relaxor

properties in highly ordered PMN and related compounds [28, 39]. Since the βI sites

are randomly occupied by Mg/Nb at a 2:1 ratio, it is hypothesized that these elements

are randomly distributed allowing for the persistence of relaxor behavior. Although the

charge balanced ’random-site’ model is the most commonly accepted ordering model for

PMN, other models have been proposed to describe the ordering mechanism in PMN.

In such cases, studies have proposed that the ’anti-phase’ boundaries (APBs) separating

CORs are at least partially ordered, with a smoothly varying order parameter between

ordered and disordered regions [43]. Further studies point to Mg/Nb correlation lengths

that are on the sub-nanometer scale [44]. The nature of chemical order in PMN (and

related compounds) remains an open question that holds implications for the mechanism

of relaxor behavior.

Although chemical order is an important consideration of relaxor compounds, their

properties are most commonly associated with ”polar nanoregions” (PNRs). These PNRs

are nanoscale domains which are believed to align with an externally applied electric field,

giving rise to the the large electromechanical response of relaxors. PNRs are estimated to

be ∼1-2 nm in length at room temperature and increase in size with decreasing temper-

atures. The formation of PNRs in PMN occurs upon cooling through the Burns temper-

ature (TB = 620K) where they are dynamic in nature. Upon further cooling, the PNRs

become rigid and frozen in place. Despite having a globally cubic structure with space
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group Pm3m, the PNRs in PMN are characterized by a non-centrosymmetric rhombohe-

dral, R3m space group. The PNR structure involves the displacement of Pb cations along

〈111〉 pseudocubic directions although Mg, Nb, and O displace by a smaller magnitude

[25, 32, 45].

Experimental evidence for PNRs typically comes from diffraction experiments involv-

ing the investigation of diffuse scattering [46, 47, 48]. In contrast to Bragg scattering

which arises from the long range periodicity in crystals, diffuse scattering originates from

short range order that deviates from the long range structure in a material system [1].

An example of a diffuse scattering pattern acquired along the hk0 reciprocal lattice plane

of PMN is presented in Figure 1.7. Diffraction studies, especially diffuse scattering of

PMN allows for the investigation of structure as a function of both electrical biasing and

temperature [47, 49, 50].

Figure 1.7: Diffuse scattering pattern acquired along the hk0 reciprocal lattice plane for
a single crystalline PMN sample.

The interplay of local chemical distribution and polar structure in PMN is not well

understood. The formation of PNRs has been hypothesized to occur due to random

fields generated by the distribution of Mg/Nb on the B sub-lattice [51]. Further, the

relationship between CORs and PNRs remains a subject of active study. Although some
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studies indicate the polarization may be enhanced within a COR, not all relaxors (notable

Pb-free relaxors) do not demonstrate chemical order [52]. Understanding the relationship

between local structure and chemistry in PMN and other relaxors is an important step

to uncovering the governing mechanism of relaxor behavior.

Temperature dependent diffuse scattering experiments have demonstrated that the

characteristic ’butterfly’ patterns appear upon cooling through the Burns temperature

and continue to grow with decreasing temperature [47]. Moreover, the effective PNR cor-

relation lengths have been calculated using pair distribution function (PDF) analysis.

At room temperature, the PNR correlation length (ξ) is estimated to be ∼1.5 nm with

with PNRs occupying ∼11% of the crystal. Upon cooling to T ∼ 200K, the PNR correla-

tion length ξ increases to 5-6 nm with the PNRs occupying ∼30% of the crystal volume

[32, 53]. Below these temperatures, the PNRs appear to be frozen and do not continue

to increase in size.

1.4.2 Lead Magnesium Niobate - Lead Titanate (PMN-PT)

Despite significant effort being put forth to understand the prototypical relaxor PMN,

solid solutions of PMN with the traditional ferroelectric PbTiO3 are of great technological

importance and used in numerous applications. This solid solution is represented by the

chemical formula (1-x)Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 - xPbTiO3, where x is the fraction of lead

titanate in the solid solution. PMN-PT is referred to as a relaxor ferroelectric since it

has PNRs which coexist with traditional ferroelectric domains, greatly enhancing the

properties of unmodified PMN. PNRs are believed to contribute between 50-80% of the

room temperature piezoelectric properties of relaxor-PT materials [54]. The structure of

PMN-PT is dependent on the amount of PT in the solid solution. At low concentrations of

PT (x = 0.1), PMN-PT is characterized by a rhombohedral structure that transitions to a

tetragonal structure at high concentrations of PT (x = 0.4). The transition between these

two phases occurs at x ∼0.3, which is referred to as the morphotropic phase boundary

(MPB). Figure 1.8 illustrates the proposed phase diagram for PMN-PT solid solutions

as a function of PT and temperature.

The structure of PMN-PT at MPB compositions is a subject of investigation, but has

been described as monoclinic (or in some cases orthorhombic). The MPB composition of

PMN-PT is the most technologically important since these materials demonstrate ultra-

high piezoelectric coefficients and electromechanical coupling [54]. It is believed that
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Figure 1.8: Phase diagram for solid solutions of the relaxor Pb(Mg1/3Nb1/2)O3 (PMN)
with the ferroelectric PbTiO3 (PT).

compositions of PMN-PT near the MPB have the enhanced electromechanical properties

since polarization rotation between the rhombohedral and tetragonal structures becomes

easier due to the monoclinic phase [55].

The presence of chemical order and polar nanoregions in various compositions of

PMN-PT have been investigated via electron diffuse scattering. In pure PMN, the pres-

ence of CORs and PNRs can be inferred from the super-lattice spots and diffuse scattering

in diffraction patterns. As PT is added to the system, the intensity of the super-lattice

spots and the diffuse scattering both diminish. Once a composition of x = 0.4 is reached,

both super-lattice spots and diffuse scattering are absent from diffraction patterns. This

corresponds to the transition in PMN-PT from a relaxor ferroelectric to a traditional

ferroelectric [33, 34, 56]. The exact mechanism that results in these greatly enhanced

electromechanical properties near the MPB remains a topic of active research.
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1.5 Open Questions

The theoretical understanding of relaxors and relaxor ferroelectrics has improved sub-

stantially in recent decades. Despite this progress, many questions remain unanswered

regarding the fundamental physics of relaxors. Although many models exist, there is no

definitive answer to what the origin of relaxor behavior is [28]. The existence of PNRs is

most often attributed to relaxor properties, although other models have been proposed.

In contrast to the static PNRs proposed in the current model, some studies suggest the

existence of dynamic nanodomains without a non-polar matrix [29, 57]. One of the more

recent developments liken the behavior of domains in relaxors to being in a ’slush-like’

state where by polar structures continually evolve and increase in size with lower temper-

atures. This is analagous to the freezing of water at lower temperatures, much like how

PNRs freeze (i.e. stop increasing in size) with decreasing temperature. Further questions

relate to the shape and distribution of PNRs in relaxor materials. Understanding the

nature and distribution of PNRs will be an important step toward understanding how

they drive material properties. These are among some of the models being utilized to

describe these complex materials.

Although efforts have been made to utilize electron microscopy to understand the

structure of relaxors, most of these studies have been limited to conventional dark-field

imaging. While some investigations have used mass contrast STEM imaging to investi-

gate chemical order in these materials [41, 42], structural characterization in the electron

microscope has improved significantly and allows for accurate crystallographic measure-

ments at nanometer length scales [10, 58]. Atomic resolution HAADF-STEM has demon-

strated a unique capability to probe the atomic structure of materials while also yielding

information on local chemical distribution [59]. STEM analysis of relaxors such as PMN

and PMN-PT offer the unique ability to collect local chemical and structural information

at nanometer length scales. These observations will provide new insights into the atomic

structures of these complex materials, and help guide the understanding of their local

structures and how these structures manifest in their interesting properties.

The work presented in this dissertation aims to understand the structural origin of

relaxor behavior in Pb-based materials. Utilizing aberration-corrected STEM and X-ray

diffuse scattering, local structure in the relaxor PMN, and relaxor ferroelectric PMN-

PT are investigated. The frustration of relaxor behavior is believed to arise from cation

disorder on the B sub-lattice of these complex oxides. The work presented here seeks
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to connect chemical distribution to cation displacement in these compounds. In order

to further improve relaxor properties, it is important to understand the origin of these

properties. Further, with the goal of developing Pb-free piezoelectrics, it is important

to understand the origin of the superior properties in Pb-based relaxors. A better un-

derstanding of relaxor behavior is necessary in order to aid in the development of next

generation piezoelectric materials and devices.
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Chapter 2

Materials and Methods

The materials subject to investigation in this dissertation are single crystalline samples

of the relaxor Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 and the relaxor ferroelectric (1-x)Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 -

xPbTiO3 of various compositions. This chapter will provide an overview of the meth-

ods for single crystal growth and associated characterization techniques. The techniques

employed in this dissertation include conventional TEM, STEM, and X-ray diffuse scat-

tering.

2.1 Single Crystal Growth

The PMN single crystals under investigation were grown via the high temperature flux

method. This method utilizes high purity Pb3O4 and MgNb2O6 which are weighted ac-

cording to the nominal composition with excess Pb3O4 or Pb3O4/B2O3 as a flux. The

powders are mixed and loaded into a platinum crucible, which is sealed in an alumina

crucible to minimize evaporation of PbO from the solution at elevated temperatures.

The assembly is placed in a muffle resistant heating furnace and heat to a temperature

between 1200-1250◦C with a dwell time of several hours to stabilize homogenize the melt.

Crystallization is driven by slow cooling (0.5-1.0◦C per hour) of the solution induced by

a cool spot at the bottom of the crucible. Following the growth process, the furnace is

cooled down to room temperature at 50-100◦C per hour and the as-grown crystals are

leached out using nitric acid [14, 16].

PMN-PT single crystals are grown via a modified Bridgeman method. Like for the

growth of PMN single crystals, PMN-PT growth is performed in a platinum crucible with
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PbO or PbO/B2O3 as the flux. The PMN-PT crystal seed and sintered pellets are sealed

with a platinum lid to prevent PbO evaporation at elevated temperatures. The platinum

crucible is then placed in an alumina buffer tube and the tube is filled with alumina

or zirconia powders. The assembly is placed multi-zone heating furnace and heat to a

temperature between above 1350◦C with a dwell time of 5-10 hours to stabilize homog-

enize the melt. An axial temperature gradient of >20◦C/cm at the solid-liquid interface

with the temperature being monitored during growth. Solidification occurs when the

platinum crucible is slowly lowered through the temperature gradient with a translation

speed <1mm/hr. Following the growth process, the furnace is cooled to room temperature

at a rate of 50◦C/hr to ensure the crystal does not crack [14, 16, 60]

2.2 TEM Sample Preparation

Samples for electron microscopy were sectioned from a larger single crystal and oriented

along either their 〈001〉 or 〈011〉 pseudocubic zone axes using a real-time Laue X-ray

orientation system. Once oriented along a proper zone axis, samples are sectioned into

smaller pieces of approximately 1 mm x 2 mm in size. Electron microscopy samples are

prepared my mechanical wedge polishing using an Allied MultiprepTM wedge polishing

system with final thinning performed via Ar+ ion milling (Fischione model 1050 ion

mill) at liquid nitrogen temperatures to minimize sample damage [7]. An example of

an electron transparent TEM sample displaying optical interference fringes is shown in

Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Mechanically wedge polished TEM sample demonstrating optical interfer-
ence fringes indicative of electron transparency.
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Following the mechanical polishing/ion milling process, a ∼5 nm carbon coat is de-

posited on the samples in order to mitigate charging due to the electron beam/probe

interacting with the insulating samples. Contamination resulting from the carbon depo-

sition is minimized by plasma cleaning the samples with H+ ions for 30 seconds and/or

placing the sample on a halogen lamp for 1 hr. The mechanical polishing/ion milling

sample preparation procedure is effective at obtaining thin (<10 nm) samples while min-

imizing damage due to sample preparation.

The sample preparation procedure discussed here presented several unique advan-

tages. In the case of a single crystal such as PMN, the samples are polished along the

zone axis of interest. This makes it easier to locate the zone axis of interest. Further, in

comparison to other means of sample preparation such as the focused ion beam (FIB) or

crushing, wedge polishing provides samples that are typically thinner and free from con-

tamination. In the case of FIB preparation, implantation of gallium ions can introduce

large damage layers to TEM specimens, decreasing their overall quality. Finally, wedge

polishing typically yields samples that can be less than 5 nm thick in ideal cases. When

performing qualitative analysis of STEM images, a thinner sample results in better con-

trast than in thin samples. These parameters are necessary in order to effectively observe

chemical distribution in relaxors.

2.3 Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy

Over the last decade, the technology associated with scanning transmission electron mi-

croscopes (STEM) has improved significantly, allowing for greater resolution, accuracy,

and precision in measurements. Unlike TEM imaging which utilizes a parallel beam for

illumination, a STEM operates by rastering a finely focused (sub-Ångstrom sized) elec-

tron probe. A simplified schematic illustration of a STEM microscope and some of its

internal components is presented in Figure 2.2. The electron source, here is Schottky

field emission gun (FEG), providing a coherent electron beam with high brightness. High

resolution microscopes typically employ a FEG rather than a thermionic emitter since

a FEG provides a smaller, more coherent electron source. Following emission from the

electron source, the beam is focused to a size of ∼1 Ångstrom by a series of objective

and condenser lenses. The electron probe is formed as it passes through a condenser

aperture, which is characterized by a semi-angle of convergence, α. The size of α can be
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varied in the microscope, but is typically on the order of 10-40 mrad (0.57◦ - 2.3◦). The

resulting resolution of the electron microscope is dependent on the energy resolution of

the electron source and aberrations which result due to imperfections in the magnetic

lenses [6, 61, 62].

Aberrations are a limiting factor that limits the resolution of an electron microscope.

The two types of aberrations that are important to consider in an electron microscope

are chromatic aberrations (Cc) and spherical aberrations (Cs). Chromatic aberrations

arise from the energy spread of the electrons being emitted from the source. A spread in

electron energies will result in varying trajectories through the magnetic lenses, making

them difficult to focus properly. The origin of spherical aberrations is variation in the

magnetic field strength on the electrons along different trajectories [63]. As the angular

range of electrons increases, spherical aberrations (Cs) will become more dominant. In

order to counteract this effect, an aperture can be used to minimize the angular range of

electrons, although smaller apertures will diminish the spatial resolution of the instrument

[64]. With the advent of modern aberration-correctors, the effect of aberrations can be

diminished as imperfections in the magnetic lenses can be compensated for, allowing for

routine sub-Ångstrom resolution [65, 66].

2.3.1 Imaging with STEM

The interaction of the Ångstrom-sized electron probe with the TEM specimen will scatter

electrons at various angles, with the resulting image dependent on the range of electrons

detected. As electrons pass through the sample, they can either undergo elastic scattering

(no energy loss) or inelastic scattering (electrons lose energy) before being detected on

a annular dark-field (ADF) detector. For STEM imaging, the majority of the electrons

collected by the ADF detector have been scattered elastically. Most electron microscopes

have the flexibility to allow for the modification of the detector collection semi-angle. Once

the electrons transmit through the sample and land on the detector, they generate a signal

that is used to generate an image. Unlike conventional TEM imaging, HAADF-STEM

provides an incoherent image whereby the intensity of an atom column is proportional to

the type and number of atoms in that column [67]. The advantage of incoherent imaging

in contrast to high resolution TEM is that the images can be directly interpreted, since

the contrast comes directly from the atom column position.

The type of image formed is strongly dependent on the inner semi-angle of the ADF
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Figure 2.2: Simplified schematic illustrating some components of a scanning transmission
electron microscope (not to scale).

detector. The effective semi-angle of the detector can be electronically controlled by the

microscope to include electrons scattered at particular angles. For example, high angle

annular dark-field (HAADF) imaging utilizes a detector semi-angle between 60-80 mrad

to form an image. HAADF imaging is commonly referred to as Z-contrast imaging, since

the contrast of the image is proportional to the atomic number (Z) of the atoms making

up the sample [5]. For example, regions of a sample with high Z elements (e.g. Pb,

Bi, Au, etc) will appear much brighter that regions with low Z elements (e.g. C, Mg,

Na, etc). This is because higher Z elements will scatter electrons to higher angles than

low Z elements will, increasing their respective signals. For HAADF imaging, the contrast

scales with approximately Z1.6−1.7 as well as the number of elements present in each atom
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column (thus sample thickness is a important consideration) [5, 7]. The main advantage

of HAADF imaging is that images can be placed on an absolute scale, allowing for direct

comparisons between experiment and simulation [68, 69].

The type of imaging in a STEM is easily modifiable by altering the collection inner

semi-angle of the ADF detector. When the inner semi-angle is decreased to ∼30 mrad, low

angle annular dark-field (LAADF) images are formed. Unlike HAADF imaging, LAADF

imaging does not provide images with sole mass contrast. Because of this, LAADF is

effective for observing effects due to strain and defects (such as from dislocations) in the

TEM specimen. Further, the inner semi-angle can be reduced to attain annular bright-

field (ABF) imaging or bright-field (BF) imaging. In these cases, the inner semi-angle

of the detector is approximately 10 mrad and 0 mrad respectively, with the outer angle

having an important contribution as well. Since these methods collect more electrons

that scatter to lower angles, they can be used to visualize light elements such as oxygen

or nitrogen, which are not otherwise visible in HAADF imaging [6].

2.3.2 Diffraction with STEM

In addition to imaging, diffraction can be performed in a STEM. Since the electron probe

rasters across the sample, it will produce a convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED)

pattern at each probe position. In a STEM, these CBED patterns can be incoherently

averaged forming a pattern which is sensitive to the thickness, tilt, and polarity of the

sample. The PACBED pattern is formed as a result of the size of the aperature needed

for atomic resolution STEM, which results in significant overlap of the Bragg diffracted

disks. The diffraction pattern which forms as a result of averaging the diffraction disks

is know as a position averaged convergent beam electron diffraction (PACBED) pattern.

These patterns can be simulated in order to compare observations in an experiment to

theory [70].

There are numerous applications of PACBED in conjunction to STEM imaging, one

example being sample thickness determinations. Due to termal diffuse and inelastic scat-

tering, the features present in PACBED patterns change with increasing thickness, with

details in the overlapping rings becoming more prominent with increasing thickness.

PACBED patterns can be simulated for a variety of crystal structures in order to com-

pare observations from experiment to theory. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, the thickness of

an 〈001〉 oriented PMN sample was determined to be 8 nm by comparing the PACBED
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Figure 2.3: Position averaged convergent beam electron diffraction (PACBED) pattern
taken from experiment (left) and compared to simulation (right). These patterns can
used to determine crystal symmetry and thickness, as illustrated for a 〈001〉 oriented
PMN sample. The sample was determined to be ∼8 nm thick.

pattern from experiment with simulation. Details regarding the simulation of these pat-

terns will be discussed in subsequent sections. Another advantage of PACBED patterns

is that they contain information regarding the crystal symmetry. In some cases where

numerous phases are present, PACBED can be recorded (and compared with simulation)

in order to probe the symmetry of a local structure [71].

2.3.3 Spectroscopy in a STEM

In addition to their capability for performing atomic resolution imaging and diffraction,

many STEMs are equipped with tools for performing spectroscopic measurements. En-

ergy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) is an example technique which can be used to

map the distribution of atomic elements to potentially the atomic scale [72]. EDX is a

fairly common technique in other microscopes such as SEMs, although a STEM provides

greatly enhanced spatial resolution. In order to perform EDX, electron microscopes are

equipped with one or more X-ray detectors which collect X-rays emitted from the sample

as the electrons transmit it. These X-rays are emitted when the incident electron beam

excites an electron in the material out of it’s core state and another electron falls into

the its core state. Each element emits characteristic X-rays which can be used to identify
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the chemical make up of the material in question [73]. Although EDX is a useful tool, it

does have limitations especially in the case of detecting light elements, which have weak

EDX signals.

A second spectroscopic tool commonly available in electron microscopes is electron

energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). When an electrons travel through a sample, plasmons

(oscillation of electrons) are generated or electrons may be excited to a higher energy

state. These excitations require the incident electrons to lose energy as they travel through

the sample. Using an EELS spectrometer, which is positioned below the ADF detector in

a microscope, losses in electron energy can be analyzed. The energy loss values are char-

acteristic of particular elements as well as their valence states or bonding environments.

Complementary to EDX, EELS is particularly useful for analyzing lighter elements in

materials [74]. The limiting factor in EELS is the energy resolution of the FEG with typ-

ical resolutions on the order of ∼1 eV, which is measured by the full width half-maximum

value (FWHM) of the electrons. This energy resolution can be greatly improved through

the use of a monochromator, which reduces the energy spread of the electrons. EELS

energy resolution with a monochromator can be improved to values ∼0.1 eV, although

microscopes equipped with state-of-the-art monochromators can attain energy resolutions

< 5 meV [75].

2.3.4 Simulating STEM Images and Diffraction Patterns

STEM image simulations enable the comparison of experimental observations to theo-

retical structures. In order to simulate a STEM image, a structure is built with an ap-

propriate structure and chemical distribution. These supercell structures can then have

their structural and chemical distributions modified to make direct comparisons with

experimental observations. For example, for a particular thickness, polar structures of

varying displacement magnitudes and directions can be introduced through the depth

of the supercell. These simulations will show the projected effect of having various dis-

placement patterns throughout the supercell thickness. Another example would be the

incorporation of chemical order into the structures. In this case, if an atom column in

experiment appears dim, vacancies can be placed in the simulated structure for direct

comparison.

STEM image simulations are typically performed using the multislice algorithm [76].

Several parameters are input into these simulations, the first of which is a structure file.
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A structure file (termed a supercell) consists of a list of atoms denoted by their atomic

numbers, x,y,z fractional coordinates, and thermal displacement parameters. In order to

build appropriate defects into these supercells, custom programs written in MATLAB

are used to modify atomic positions and distribution. Once a structure is built, the al-

gorithm will divide the supercell into ’slices’, which are typically 1-2Å in thickness. The

slice thickness typically corresponds to the repeating unit in the z direction. The probe is

modelled using an electron wavefunction which scatters through each slice individually.

The wavefunction then propagates to the next slice after being modified by the interac-

tion with the initial slice. This process continues until the wavefunction has propagated

through the entire thickness of the supercell.

A wavefunction is generated at every position in the simulation, much like how the

electron probe generates a signal at every pixel for a STEM image. Several other impor-

tant parameters are included in these simulations including the semi-angle of convergence,

microscope accelerating voltage, detector inner/outer semi-angles, and aberration coeffi-

cients. In order to attain sufficient sampling in a simulation, the Nyquist frequency must

be attained by altering the dimensions which are being sampled. The Nyquist frequency

is maintained when the following conditions are met:

Nx =
4aα

λ
(2.1)

Ny =
4bα

λ
(2.2)

where Nx is the required number of samples, a is the size of the structure in the x-

direction, α is the semi-angle of convergence (in radians) and λ is the relativistic electron

wavelength [76]. The number of samples in the y-direction, Ny is similarly calculated

using the dimension b. Following the completion of a simulation, Fourier interpolation

may be performed which blurs the images with a Gaussian function. The FWHM of this

Gaussian function is typically ∼0.8-1.2Å for a Schottky FEG and accounts for the finite

size of the electron probe in the microscope [69].

In many cases, multislice may be used for generating images to compare intensities

with experiment. Since atom positions in real systems are not static, effects due to ther-

mal diffuse scattering (TDS) must be considered. To incorporate TDS, several atomic

configurations are simulated, with atoms randomly displaced from their ideal positions.
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These thermal displacement parameters are typically taken from diffraction studies of the

same materials. Simulations that include TDS typically utilize at least 10 configurations,

although more configurations require longer simulation times.

In addition to image simulation, the multislice algorithm allows for the simulation of

PACBED patterns. These simulations are particularly useful for comparing to patterns

from experiment to determine sample thickness [70].

2.4 Image Acquisition and Analysis

There have been numerous recent advances in electron microscopy which have enabled

improved resolution, accuracy, and precision in atomic resolution imaging. With these

advances, it has become commonplace to reliably interpret atomic structures and mea-

sure atomic distances [10]. This section will outline some of the advances in electron

microscopy techniques that enable picometer accuracy and precision in the STEM.

2.4.1 Revolving STEM (RevSTEM)

Despite the numerous advances in aberration-correction, STEM imaging is limited by

sample drift. Since the electron probe is rastered across the sample, the image is built

up over a period of time. In an ideal case, the sample does not move while an image is

acquired, however, it is difficult to have zero sample movement in real imaging scenarios.

Although this drifting of the sample could be on nanometer length scales, this value is

significant when considering atomic resolution STEM. Figure 2.4 presents an example of

the resultant image with no sample drift, and with sample drift.

In addition to image distortion due to sample drift, intrinsic distortion in STEM

images due to scan distortion is also present. This distortion is intrinsic to the imaging

procedure due to imperfections in the STEM scan coil system. This distortion is referred

to as ”global residual distortion” (GRD) and can be visualized by shearing a STEM

image. In order to correct this distortion, a standard sample of single crystalline Si is

utilized. Since the crystal structure and lattice parameters of Si are well known, it serves

as an effective benchmark for an imaging standard [9, 10].

For an ideal STEM image the standard deviation, σn , is expected to remain small

and relatively constant for any n-th neighboring atom column. However, in reality there

can be significant shearing, skewing, dilation, or contraction of the distances between
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Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of the effect of sample drift during acquisition of
atomic resolution STEM images.

increasing n-th neighboring pairs. This residual distortion can be modeled using an affine

transformation represented by:

T =

[
1 0

x1 1 + x2

]
(2.3)

where x1 and x2 are the shear and expansion/contraction coefficients respectively. These

coefficients are determined using an algorithm that minimizes the sum σ2
n using a least

squares fit. The fitting algorithm is applied to a Si sample, with σn distances for n-th

neighboring pairs illustrated in Figure 2.5.

As evident from the σn following the correction for GRD, the Si distances remain constant

at ∼2 pm for increasing distances between neighboring Si atom columns. This method
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Figure 2.5: Standard deviation between n-th neighboring atom pairs before and after
correction for global residual distortion on a 〈100〉 Si sample.

has been applied reliably between multiple STEM images acquired on the same day,

regardless of the sample being investigated [10].

2.4.2 Atom Column Indexing

Following the collection of STEM images with RevSTEM and the correction of GRD,

image analysis can be performed. In order to facilitate reliable and reproducible image

analysis, a technique is needed that will store necessary atom column parameters (coor-

dinates, intensity, atom column shape, etc). Although numerous methods are available

for determining these parameters, here atom column indexing (ACI) is used to index and

store atom column parameters in a matrix representation. ACI functions to index these

parameters by fitting a two dimensional Gaussian function to every atom column in a

STEM image and projecting them onto two noncollinear reference vectors [58]. Using

this method, the details of each atom column are represented by a unique (i,j) matrix

index. The application of ACI facilitates rapid image analysis and allows for measure-

ments between different sub-lattice types. For example, in the case of a structure with

two distinct sub-lattice positions, the matrix representation facilitates their separation

as shown in Figure 2.6.

With the (i,j) indexing technique, the two noncollinear lattice vectors are represented by
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Figure 2.6: Example of the (i,j) matrix indexing scheme for a crystal structure with two
distinct sub-lattice positions.

the i and j directions. With this index, distances between any neighboring pairs can be

determined using the (i,j) index. For example, the distances between atoms on one sub-

lattice can be determined in the i and j directions by subtracting the coordinates of the

(i,j) atom column from the (i+2,j) and (i,j+2) coordinates respectively. In addition, the

matrix representation stores information regarding the intensity of each atom column,

allowing for intensity mapping of individual sub-lattice types. ACI will also facilitate the

image analysis techniques that will be discussed in subsequent chapters.

2.5 X-ray Diffuse Scattering

Prior to recent developments in STEM imaging which have greatly improved the accuracy

and precision of the technique, the most common method for performing crystallography

is diffraction. The use of diffraction on ferroelectric materials has been extensive, and has

been performed utilizing X-rays, neutrons, or electrons. For diffraction in crystalline ma-
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terials, Bragg scattering is the result of the long range structure and can be analyzed to

determine average lattice parameters and structural parameters. Conversely, diffuse scat-

tering results from short range structural correlations and exists around Bragg peaks. In

the case of relaxors including PMN, both correlated chemical order and polar displace-

ments can give rise to diffuse scattering [25, 46, 77]. Here, X-ray and electron diffuse

scattering techniques will be used to complement the real space analysis performed by

STEM imaging.

2.5.1 X-ray Diffuse Scattering Experimental Details

X-ray diffuse scattering is performed on the same PMN samples that are analyzed with

electron microscopy. Sample preparation was performed by polishing a single crystal in

to a cylinder with diameter of approximately 1 mm with a height of approximately 500

µm. Three dimensional diffuse scattering data was acquired at the European Synchrotron

Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France at beam line ID15A. The monochromated

X-ray wavelength was 0.16531 Å and selected with Laue-Laue monochromator. The beam

size at the sample was ∼300x300 µm with scattered electrons collected on a Pilatus 2M

CdTe pixel detector with a sample to detector distance of 900.771 mm. The dimensions

of the pixel detector was 1475 x 1679 pixels with a pixel size of 0.172 x 0.172 mm2. The

beam position on the detector, detector tilt angles, and sample detector distance were

calibrated using a CeO2 powder diffraction pattern.

Post processing of the data included re-sampling to remove experimental artifacts due

to detector geometry and slight tilting of the sample. Data was stored in a 500x500x500

element matrix representing the three dimensional volume in reciprocal space. Data from

this volume was extracted by slicing the reciprocal space volume. In the case of the (hk0)

reciprocal space plane, the 250th slice of the l dimension was extracted from the data.

Reciprocal space maps of other orientations can also be determined by slicing the three

dimensional volume appropriately.

2.5.2 Simulation of Diffuse Scattering

In many instances, interpretation of diffraction patterns and diffuse scattering can be

difficult. In order to gauge the real-space structure from reciprocal space data, simula-

tions can be employed. Here, the program DISCUS will be employed to simulate defect
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structures and calculate the Fourier transform of these structures to yield diffuse scat-

tering patterns. Given a list of atom column positions, DISCUS calculates the Fourier

transform of the structure with:

F (h) =
N∑
n=1

fi(h)e2πihri (2.4)

which sums all of the atoms in the crystal (N), with the atomic form factor (fi) for

the given radiation source at every atomic fractional coordinate (ri). This sum is then

calculated for every point, h, in reciprocal space for the desired plane or volume [78, 79].

DISCUS allows for specification of the radiation source (X-ray, neutron, or electron)

and as well as its desired wavelength. Effects due to thermal motion can can also be

included in the models by inputting appropriate Debye-Waller factors and experimen-

tal temperatures. Other specifications for the program include the dimensions of the

reciprocal space units and number of samples in each direction. Here, the size of the

khl reciprocal space is 6 reciprocal lattice units units (r.l.u) with 501 samples in each

direction. In order to obtain a representative sampling of the crystal, diffuse scattering

will be calculated for at least 50 10x10x10 randomly selected unit cells. With the total

scattering calculated, DISCUS can then be prompted to subtract the effects of Bragg

scattering (which will otherwise wash out the diffuse scattering signal).

In order to accurately simulate diffuse scattering in crystals, it is necessary to build

big box models which represent distortions and correlations in the actual structures.

Given the complex structures of relaxors including PMN, short range chemical order

and structural correlations will need to be incorporated into the structures. DISCUS has

several options for incorporating occupations and structural disorder using Monte Carlo

methods.

In the case of occupational disorder (i.e. chemical distribution) an Ising model is

employed to create chemical short range order and occupy sub-lattice positions. For the

Ising model, the site occupancy is represented by a spin variable σi = ±1 where atom

type A on site i is denoted by +1 and atom type B is denoted by -1. Here, an interaction

energy is defined given by

Eocc =
∑
i

Hσi
∑
i

∑
n,n 6=i

Jnσiσi−n (2.5)
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where the energy, Eocc is calculated over all the sites i and neighbors n. The parameter σi−n

is the spin of the neighboring position i. Using this Monte Carlo algorithm and interaction

energies H and Jn calculated by the algorithm, the energy between neighboring pairs will

be determined and positions swapped until energy is minimized. Although the Ising model

is commonly used to produce occupational disorder in diffuse scattering simulations, other

techniques can be used to introduce disorder. Here, statistical methods will be utilized

to introduce occupational order of varying degree and dimension. These results will be

discussed in Chapter 5 of this work.

The other important type of disorder necessary for diffuse scattering simulations is

displacement disorder. These distortions can be described as displacements of atoms

from the average site position of the total structure. There are several models including

spring potentials, but here, the Lennard-Jones potential (LJ) will be utilized to introduce

structural disorder in PMN models. The LJ potential considers a repulsive force between

atom pairs at near distances with a total energy represented by:

Elj =
∑
i

∑
n6=i

D

[(
τin
din

)12

− 2

(
τin
din

)6]
(2.6)

where the summation is over all sites i in the crystal and around all of the neighbors, n,

around site i. The parameters din τin represent the atom-atom distance and the target

distances respectively. The final parameter D represents the potential depth of the energy

which must be negative for the calculation [78, 79]. The use of a Monte Carlo algorithm

that utilizes the Lennard-Jones potential allows for correlations to be built between

different pairs of atoms. For example, if two atoms occupy the same lattice site, a Lennard-

Jones potential can be applied to increase bond lengths between similar atom pairs and

decrease bond lengths between differing atom pairs. Further, these correlations can be

introduced in various directions between the various atom-neighbor pairs.

The discussed models for occupational and structural disorder are among many of

the models build into DISCUS for structural modification. DISCUS is also capable of

other energy minimization algorithms which will be discussed when utilized In addition

to these models, custom built models will be discussed and applied to building crystals

for simulation.
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2.6 Differential Phase Contrast STEM Imaging

In additional to conventional ADF imaging in the electron microscope, other useful tech-

niques such as differential phase contrast (DPC) can be utilized to extract structural

information from materials. When the electron beam interacts with the sample, it is in-

fluenced by the electric and magnetic fields within the sample, resulting in signal that

varies on the STEM detector. In the case of a polar material, the atoms within different

domains shift if different directions. The electrons that travel through regions with dif-

ferent structures will scatter differently and this information can be used to investigate

phase changes in a material. This technique is also useful in ferroelectric materials which

involve symmetry breaking at the atomic scale [80].

In traditional HAADF-STEM imaging, the detector can be likened to a bucket where

by all the electrons that fall on the detector contribute to the signal. A traditional HAADF

detector does not differentiate where the electrons fall, or how the signal varies across the

detector. Without DPC it is not possible to detect these subtle changes on the STEM

detector. With DPC it is possible to segment the electrons that fall onto the detector,

in various geometries [81, 82]. For example, the electron signal can be segmented into

four regions as shown in Figure 2.7 among other possibilities. These individual signals

can then be used to struct images containing phase information not otherwise present in

ADF imaging.

In order to apply DPC, several conditions must be met. First, that the imaged spec-

imen must be sufficiently thin so that a weak phase approximation can be made [82]. In

order to use the weak phase approximation, the sample thickness must be significantly

thinner than the extinction distance of the crystal. This distance varies depending on the

sample, but can be verified with dynamic diffraction calculations. The images acquired

by DPC can be further analyzed by performing an two dimensional integration on the

two components of the center of mass (COM) movement of the images. The result of this

integration is known simply as integrated differential phase contrast (iDPC), and results

in a scalar image with a linear phase shift caused by the sample. Further, it provides a

linear phase shift in the the electrostatic potential of the sample [80]. The obtained by

DPC and iDPC can be combined with conventional HAADF-STEM imaging in order to

analyze the distributions of both the chemistry and phases at atomic resolution.

Overall, DPC and iDPC are useful techniques for characterizing ferroelectric mate-

rials. Since HAADF-STEM provides strong mass contrast, it is not sensitive to phase
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of a segmented DPC detector in comparison to a traditional
HAADF-STEM detector.

differences within a sample. Since DPC and iDPC exploits the detector geometry, they

are useful for investigating both domain structures and the electric fields in ferroelectric

samples.
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Chapter 3

Chemical Order in PMN

The results discussed in this chapter relate to the nature of chemical order in the proto-

typical relaxor Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 (PMN). Aberration-corrected scanning transmission

electron microscopy (STEM) is applied in order to quantify chemical order in the re-

laxor PMN. In contrast to the prevailing model of a binary distribution of chemically

ordered regions within a disordered matrix, the degree of order smoothly varies within

an ordered domain and approaches a minimum at anti-phase boundaries. These results

provide direct insight into the nature of cation ordering in this important prototypical

relaxor material. The results presented in this chapter are republished, with permission,

from:

M.J. Cabral, S. Zhang, E.C. Dickey, and J.M. LeBeau, ”Gradient Chemical order in

the relaxor Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3,” Applied Physics Letters, vol 112, 082901, 2018

3.1 Introduction and Background

Relaxors are a unique class of materials that demonstrate a frequency-dependent di-

electric permittivity with a broad maximum [25]. Exhibiting high dielectric constants,

low hysteresis, and large electromechanical strains, relaxors are important technological

materials commonly used for the fabrication of actuators, transducers, and sensors [15].

Relaxor ferrolectricity in Pb-based compounds has traditionally been attributed to polar

nanoregions (PNRs), a feature distinguishing them from classical ferroelectrics [26]. PNRs

are hypothesized to be on the order of nanometers in size and have been observed to form

upon cooling through the characteristic Burns temperature, TB, which is is ∼620K for
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Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 (PMN) [31]. The PNRs are highly responsive to externally applied

fields and have been shown to contribute to the majority of the piezoelectric and dielectric

response in several relaxor ferroelectrics [54].

Pb-based relaxors are characteristically non-isovalent since the cations on at least

one of the sub-lattice positions have different valence states, and example being Mg2+

and Nb5+ in PMN. The resulting local charge fluctuations on the cation sub-lattice are

thought to generate random fields that perturb long range ferroelectricity and lead to the

formation of PNRs [52]. Although PNRs are commonly associated with relaxor behavior,

a number of recent studies have suggested alternative models [29, 57, 83, 84]. Despite

extensive debate, the origin of relaxor ferroelectricity remains a topic of debate [85].

The picture of nanoscale polar structures in relaxors induced by local fields is com-

plicated by the observation of chemically ordered regions (CORs) that are found in most

Pb-based relaxors [28]. The local structure of relaxors has largely been probed using

diffraction-based techniques [32, 33, 34, 46, 47, 48, 56]. From these studies, the CORs in

PMN have been found to adopt a double perovskite structure with two distinct B-cation

(Mg/Nb) sub-lattices, which forms at ∼1223 K in PMN [86]. Denoted by βI and βII ,

these sub-lattices were originally thought to be fully occupied by Mg2+ or Nb5+, respec-

tively. This ordering scheme, however, is not charge balanced, and a surrounding space

charge region containing Nb5+ is required to negate the residual COR charge [87]. The

lack of evidence for this concomitant chemical segregation has led this ”space charge”

model to be discarded [88, 89, 90].

Subsequent studies pointed to a different model of chemical order in Pb-based relaxors

where local charge neutrality is maintained by random mixing of Nb and Mg on βI

at a ratio of 2:1, while βII contains only Nb [42]. This prevailing model of CORs in

PMN describes them as discrete, ”charge balanced” ordered domains coexisting within a

disordered matrix. The details of B-cation ordering within these domains and throughout

the material, however, are largely unknown. This is a critical gap because the local

Mg2+ and Nb5+ and their statistical randomness on the β sub-lattices are responsible

for frustrating the long range polarization while allowing the local organization of dipole

moments into PNRs [38]. The direct measurement of the local chemical arrangement is

thus important for understanding the origin and stabilization of the local fields that are

proposed to govern relaxor behavior.
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3.2 Experimental Details

The samples discussed in this chapter are PMN single crystals oriented along the 〈011〉
pseudocubic zone axis. This zone axis is investigated since the β sub-lattice positions do

not overlap as as they do along the pseudocubic 〈001〉 zone axis. The crystal growth is

performed using the high temperature flux method as discussed in Chapter 2.1 [14, 16].

Sample preparation was performed by wedge polishing and low temperature argon ion

milling [8]. A conductive carbon layer was deposited on the samples in order to mitigate

sample charging.

HAADF-STEM imaging was performed on a probe-corrected FEI Titan G2 S/TEM

with a Schottky field emission gun operated at 200kV. The semi-angle of convergence is

19.6 mrad and the beam current is kept at 20 pA in order to mitigate sample charging and

beam damage. For HAADF imaging, the annular dark-field inner collection semi-angle

was 77 mrad. Images were acquired and processed using the revolving STEM (RevSTEM)

technique [9]. Each RevSTEM data set consisted of 40 images frames of size 1024 x 1024

pixels with a 90◦ rotation between each successive frame. Sample thickness was deter-

mined using position averaged convergent beam electron diffraction (PACBED) [70].

Image analysis and quantification were carried out using custom MATLAB scripts. The

multislice method was used to simulate STEM images, with parameters matching exper-

iment [76]. Thermal diffuse scattering was modeled using the frozen phonon approach

[91] with appropriate Debye-Waller factors [45].

3.3 Identification of Chemical Order

Short range order of both chemistry and displacement are most commonly studied with

diffuse scattering. Although commonly quantified with X-ray/neutron diffraction, diffuse

scattering with electron diffraction provides a qualitative picture of short-range order in

PMN. Electron diffraction performed along the 〈001〉, as in Figure 3.1(a), demonstrates

diffuse scattering around the Bragg peaks with shapes consistent with the ’butterfly’

shape observed in previous studies [46, 47]. Moreover, electron diffraction performed

on 〈011〉 oriented samples, as in Figure 1.7(b), demonstrate both diffuse scattering and

super-lattice reflections at the 1/2〈111〉 positions. The presence of these super-lattice

spots indicate that chemical order is prevalent along the 〈011〉 zone axis but not along

the 〈001〉 zone axis [33, 34, 56].
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Figure 3.1: Electron diffuse scattering recorded from PMN samples oriented along the
(a) 〈001〉 and (b) 〈011〉 zone axes.

Utilizing direct observation with STEM imaging, chemical ordering can be visualized

in PMN. The chemically ordered structure in PMN takes the form of a double perovskite

as illustrated in Figure 3.2(a). This structure consists of Mg-rich βI and Nb-rich βII

positions. These β positions align along {111}-type planes [33, 34]. Given the ordering

direction, the two β positions will overlap when oriented along the 〈001〉 zone axis. Due

to this overlap, chemical ordering is not evident in STEM images acquired along the

〈001〉 zone axis as illustrated in Figure 3.2(b). In contrast, β positions do not overlap in

samples oriented along the 〈011〉 zone axis. Figure 3.2 illustrates chemical order in a PMN

sample which is oriented along the 〈011〉 zone axis. As evident from the B sub-lattice

intensities, columns falling on {111}-type planes demonstrate an alternating intense and

dim pattern. It is this ordering sequence that gives rise to the super lattice reflections in

〈011〉 oriented PMN.

3.3.1 Identifying β positions from intensities

While previous characterization studies have largely relied on diffraction methods and

dark-field imaging techniques to estimate the phase fraction of CORs and the degree of

cation ordering, HAADF STEM provides a local sampling of the structure with atom

column intensities that are sensitive to the type and number of elements present. Imaging

PMN along 〈011〉, for example, enables the direct identification of the atom columns con-
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Figure 3.2: (a) Double perovskite chemically ordered structure that characterizes the
CORs in PMN. Atomic resolution STEM images taken along the (b) 〈001〉 and (c) 〈011〉
zone axes. The chemical ordering present in (c) is not evident in (b) due to positional
overlap.

taining Pb/O from the B sub-lattices containing Mg/Nb as in Figure 3.3(a). Close inspec-

tion of the Mg/Nb columns indicate intensity variation within these β sub-lattice atom

columns. As expected from the doubled-perovskite structure, bright and dim Mg/Nb

atom columns alternate on {111} planes. To explore local chemical variation, the Mg/Nb

atom column intensities normalized their mean is shown in Figure 3.3(b). The Mg/Nb

atom columns exhibit and intensity standard deviation ∼2.5x larger than that of Pb/O

atom columns, which is consistent with previous work [41, 42].

To separate the Mg/Nb sub-lattice positions into βI and βII positions, the six nearest

neighbor sites surrounding each Pb/O atom column are considered. The set of three

atom colums with the lower mean intensity are classified as βI (Mg rich), while those

with the higher mean intensity are classified as βII (Nb rich). Since this classification

scheme is applied with respect to every Pb/O atom column, each Mg/Nb β classification

is determined six times. In cases where the classification changes from one Pb/O atom

column to the next, the Mg/Nb β sub-lattice is marked as indeterminate.

An example of the β classification scheme is show in Figure 3.3(c). This map high-

lights distinct regions of chemical order where βI (cyan) and βII (magenta) alternate on

{111} planes, which is in agreement with a double perovskite. On average, 60% of the

Mg/Nb atom columns are distinguished as belonging to either the βI or βII sub-lattice.

Furthermore, the indeterminate atom columns (green) are found to separate neighboring
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Figure 3.3: (a) A representative HAADF-STEM image of the 〈011〉 zone axis with the
inset highlighting a schematic of the Mg/Nb and Pb/O atom columns. (b) Normalized
intensity of each Mg/Nb atom column with substantial variation due to chemical order.
(c) Classification of the β sub-lattices indicating the βI (cyan), βII (magenta), and in-
determinate (green) atom columns. The inset highlights that anti-phase boundaries are
found between the CORs.

CORs and define anti-phase boundaries (APBs) where the β classification flips across

the boundary. Across 10 HAADF-STEM images, from samples of similar thickness, all

distinct CORs are separated by APBs. The average diameter of the CORs is 4.8 ± 1.2

nm as determined from 10 images, approximating the CORs as circular. This is consis-

tent with previous estimates of ∼2-6 nm [33, 34]. Instances of larger CORs (diameters

in excess of 10 nm) are also found and likely the result of two individual, but in-phase,

ordered regions merging after nucleation.

3.3.2 Quantification of Chemical Order

As evident from the B sub-lattice intensity distribution illustrated in Figure 3.3(b), it is

apparent that chemical order is not uniform within a COR. To quantify the degree of local

order, an order metric is defined as the standard deviation (σ) of the Mg/Nb columns

surrounding each Mg/Nb atom column normalized to their mean. This metric is justified

by noting that chemical order results in significant chemical variation between the βI and

βII , which in turn results in larger intensity variation. Using the charge-balanced model,

for example, βI columns contain 67% Mg on average and are thus relatively dim while βII
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columns contain only Nb and thus are bright. Alternatively, if the Mg/Nb atom columns

contain roughly the same composition (disordered), the intensities are nearly the same,

and the order metric is near zero.

Across all regions analyzed, the order metric is found to smoothly decrease from the

center of the CORs towards the APBs as in Figure 3.4(a). The observed behavior strongly

suggests a continuum of order, rather than a conventional model that considers an abrupt

transition between a COR and a disordered matrix [37, 39].

Figure 3.4: (a) The order metric distribution overlaid on a HAADF-STEM image. (b)
The average βI (cyan) and βII (magenta) normalized atom column intensities for specified
order metric ranges. Error bars represent the standard deviation.

Further evidence for a continuum of order is presented in Figure 3.4(b), where the inten-

sities for the βI and βII positions are considered within the specified order metric ranges.

The largest intensity difference between the β positions occurs where the order metric

is the largest. While the intensity difference between the two sub-lattices decreases with

decreasing order metric, it does not go to zero. This further supports the observation

that some degree of ordering persists up to at least the APBs.

The variability of the β position intensities can be further visualized by taking a line

profile of these respective columns. For example, the β classification and order metric

(Figures 3.5(a-b) can be identified for particular sub-lattice positions. When taking a
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line profile of the atom columns that fall within a specified region, it is evident that the

intensities of β positions change significantly for both βI and βII positions.

Figure 3.5: (a) The β classification scheme and (b) order metric map highlighting chem-
ical order in PMN. (c) Line profile of the B sub-lattice intensities for atom columns falling
in the respective regions.

As evident from Figure 3.5(c) the intensities of both the βI and βII positions undergo

significant variation with in the specified region. Although some βI intensities can be 2x
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larger than others, the βII intensities can vary by 40%. This observation is an indication

of the compositional variation on each position. In order to better understand how the

composition of these positions changes, simulations are necessary.

3.4 STEM simulations of chemical order

In order to obtain a quantitative comparison to ordering models, STEM image simulations

serve as a benchmark for experimental observations [68, 70]. Figure 3.6(a) presents the

order metric distribution for a typical COR from experiment where the order metric is

0.19±0.07. Simulations are based on an 8 nm thick sample to match experiment where

the β sub-lattices are assigned a specific site occupancy and filled with the corresponding

fractions of Nb and Mg using a random binomial distribution.

Three COR models here: ’space charge’, ’charge balanced’, and gradient ordering.

The β sub-lattice distribution for the ’space charge’ and ’charge balanced’ models that

are employed are discussed in prior works[37, 38, 39, 92]. In the case of the ’space charge’

model, the chemical distribution for each β sub-lattice for a COR of a given radius, ro

was determined according to:

βI(r) =

{
Mg r ≤ ro

0.33Mg + 0.67Nb r > ro
(3.1)

βII(r) =

{
Nb r ≤ ro

0.33Mg + 0.67Nb r > ro
(3.2)

In the case of a ’charge balanced’ simulation, the β occupational probability was given

by:

βI(r) =

{
0.67Mg + 0.33Nb r ≤ ro

0.33Mg + 0.67Nb r > ro
(3.3)

βII(r) =

{
Nb r ≤ ro

0.33Mg + 0.67Nb r > ro
(3.4)

Finally, for the CORs with gradient ordering, the radial probabilities for Mg on each

sub-lattice position are given by:
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βI(r) =

{
0.667− 0.333(r/ro) r ≤ ro

0.33Mg + 0.67Nb r > ro
(3.5)

βII(r) =

{
0.333(r/ro) r ≤ ro

0.33Mg + 0.67Nb r > ro
(3.6)

Note that for gradient ordering order, the maximum Mg occupation probability on a β

position is maximum at the center of the COR. Also in all cases, the radial probability

of Nb occupying a β position is the complement of the Mg probability.

Simulated images of a completely ordered ”space charge” slab can serve as an order

metric normalization factor. This is justified as this model is the most ordered scenario

where the βI and βII sub-lattices are either purely Mg or Nb and hence the largest

intensity difference between the two sub-lattices. As evident from Figure 3.6(b) the ”space

charge” order metric is uniformly much higher than experiment. For completeness, a full

8 nm slab consisting of the ”charge balanced” model is considered as in Figure 3.6(c).

The average normalized order metric in this case is 0.65±0.08, which is also far greater

than observed in experiment.

CORs embedded within a disordered matrix are also considered and approximate the

prevailing model of PMN [42]. A 4 nm spherical COR surrounded by a disordered matrix

is considered for various cases. For a space charge COR, as shown in Figure 3.6(d) the

order metric is significantly reduced (0.49±0.11) but is still inconsistent with experiment.

Furthermore, even for an embedded ”charge balanced” COR (Figure 3.6(e), the degree of

ordering remains notably larger (0.34±0.09) than experiment. These observations make

both the ”space charge” and ”charge balanced” models incongruous with experiment.

Building from the observation of gradients in the order metric observed with STEM

imaging, simulations where the degree of order is allowed to vary linearly across a COR

are considered as a first order approximation. Thus the Mg occupancies of each sub-

lattice are given by βI = 0.667 - 0.333(r/ro) and βII = 0.333(r/ro). Importantly, this

model maintains local charge neutrality across both the CORs and APBs. Additionally,

for r > ro, the remaining Mg/Nb atoms which correspond to an APB, are assigned to be

randomly distributed a the charge balanced ratio.

Figure 3.6(f) show that the order metric is in excellent agreement with experiment (0.22

± 0.08). Furthermore, the maximum order metric from simulations is 0.39, which is con-

sistent with a maximum of 0.37 from experiment. Further a gradual decrease to the order
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Figure 3.6: Order metrics from (a) representative COR from experiment, (b) ”space
charge” slab, (c) ”charge balanced” slab, (d) embedded ”space charge” COR, (e) embed-
ded ”charge balanced COR”, and (f) embedded COR with an ordering gradient. Each
COR is 4 nm in diameter with a disordered APB at the top and bottom of the model
structure.

metric from its maximum value is observed, which is also consistent with experiment.

For a more thorough comparison, ten addition CORs from experiment were quantified

with simulations of 2-6 nm CORs adopting the various models. The order metric anal-

ysis is summarized in Figure 3.7. First, the ”space charge” simulations show a linearly

increasing order metric with the increasing COR size, with is far greater than experiment

in almost all cases. Likewise, the order metric for the ”charge balanced” CORs remain

larger than those from comparable experimental data sets. Finally, the order metric for

the gradient-ordering model remain approximately the same regardless of the COR size.

This is in excellent agreement with experiment, where the order metric mean and stan-

dard deviation are nearly independent of the COR size.

The simulations in Figure 3.7 also offer insights to the variation of the order metric

which are seen in experiment, e.g. Figure 3.4(a). In each case, the simulated COR is
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Figure 3.7: The average order metric as a function of embedded COR size. The horizontal
lines represent the mean order metric (solid) ± one standard deviation (dashed lines)
obtained from 10 experimental regions with the same dimensions as the simulations.

smaller than the 8 nm sample thickness, as measured in the experiment. For the ”space

charge” and ”charge balanced” models, the average predicted order metrics are incon-

sistent with experiment (Figure 3.4) for all but the smallest CORs. Regardless of depth

and size, the maximum order metric is consistently about 0.3-0.35 and only in agreement

with the proposed gradient-ordering model.

3.5 Discussion

The observed COR gradient is likely connected to the high density of energetically unfa-

vorable APBs. Because there is a limited diffusion near the order/disorder transition of

PMN (<1137 K), the APB boundary area to COR volvume can not be reduced through

coarsening [39]. Instead, the local degree of ordering has been observed to spatially vary

and decrease towards the APBs to the point where βI and βII are indistinguishable [40].

Therefore, the APBs are disordered to increase boundary entropy which minimizes the

boundary free energy [43, 92]. This disorder can be viewed to ”wet” the COR throughout

the material.
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The proposed mechanism shares many similarities with the order/disorder transfor-

mations observed in some face centered cubic metal alloys [93, 94]. In these cases as

well, disordering initiates at the APBs and also exhibits a non-abrupt ordering transi-

tion [95]. Beyond PMN, the relaxor lead scandium tantalate (PST) exhibits significant

discrepancy between the the concentration of ordered phase fraction determined from

dark-field TEM and XRD. Previous studies provide indirect evidence that there is signif-

icantly more ordered than would be suggested by conventional TEM [43]. These results

also have important implications for the origin of relaxor ferroelectricity. Specifically,

the random fields introduced by chemical disorder are though to play a critical role in

forming the PNRs that introduce the diffuse relaxor behavior [96]. Since cation order is

more prevalent than expected, the observations are important to incorporate into mod-

eling. For example, a recent study has proposed a multidomain structure that describes

polar structures as being in a slush-like state where static and dynamic domains coex-

ist [29]. With the emergence of alternative models for relaxor behavior, the influence of

local chemistry must be taken into account [1, 2] to provide the necessary quantitative

assessment of chemical ordering.

3.6 Conclusions

The results discussed in this chapter illustrate the complexity of chemical order in PMN.

The previously proposed ”space charge” and ”random site” models do not agree with

the observations made with STEM images here. In contrast to the traditional model of

a COR embedded within a disordered matrix, it appears that the degree of order within

a COR changes as it approaches the APB. Moreover, chemical disorder is maximized at

the APBs, where it serves to reduce the boundary energy. This interpretation is validated

through a combination of experiment and simulations, which establishes the existence of

chemical order gradients in the relaxor PMN. These results thus provide a starting point

to connect relaxor behavior with the interplay of local chemistry and structure.
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Chapter 4

Connecting Local Structure and

Local Chemistry in PMN

The results discussed in this chapter investigate the relationship between local chem-

istry and local structure in the relaxor PMN. Although PMN is one of the most widely

studied relaxors, the mechanisms which govern its extraordinary properties remain un-

clear. Numerous studies indicate that these properties are a result of nanoscale polar

clusters, known as ”polar nanoregions” which are highly sensitive to externally applied

electric fields. The complexity in understanding these clusters arises from the coexisting

nanoscale chemical heterogeneity. In this chapter, contributions from short range struc-

tural and chemical correlation is investigated in the prototypical relaxor, PMN using

aberration-corrected STEM imaging. Through a combination of STEM imaging and spa-

tial statistics, the length scale of structural correlation and the relationship between local

chemistry and structure is explored. The results discussed in this chapter are adapted

from the following manuscript:

M.J. Cabral, S. Zhang, B.J. Reich, E.C. Dickey, and J.M. LeBeau, ”Quantification of

Structural Correlation at Nanometer Length Scales in the Relaxor PMN,” (in prepara-

tion)

4.1 Introduction and Background

Pb-based relaxors and relaxor ferroelectrics have proven indispensable for a wide array of

applications requiring their large piezoelectric coefficients, high dielectric constants, and
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diffuse frequency response [26, 28, 97, 98]. Their behavior has largely been attributed to

nanoscale structural and chemical complexity, which is believed to drive the formation

and stabilization of polar nanoregions (PNRs) [1]. These domains, which are on the order

of several nanometers are hypothesized to lie within a non-polar matrix and form upon

cooling through a characteristic Burns temperature [30]. Although PNR models generally

agree with diffuse scattering experiments [46, 47, 49, 99], additional models without a

non-polar matrix also accurately predict the properties of relaxors[29, 57, 84]. Direct

quantification of the atomic scale complexity is thus needed to provide a more thorough

understanding of the material properties.

Pb-based relaxors including Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 (PMN), adopt the perovskite crystal

structure with general ABO3 formula. Pb occupies the A sub-lattice while Mg2+ and Nb5+

occupy the B sub-lattice at a 1:2 ratio. Oxygen then surrounds the B sub-lattice positions

in an octahedral configuration. While the global average structure of PMN appears cubic,

non-centrosymmetric rhombohedral crystallographic distortion occurs at unit cell length

scales.[25] Cooperative order of these distortions are thought to form the PNRs and thus

lead to relaxor behavior. Short range chemical order in the form of ”chemically ordered

regions” (CORs) are also commonly observed in Pb-based relaxor systems and believed

to influence the manifestation of relaxor properties [28, 33, 34, 35, 36, 100]. Although

the nature of chemical order is debated, CORs in PMN appear to take the form of a

doubled perovskite structure where two B sub-lattice sites emerge. These site are a Mg-

rich βI position and a Nb-rich βII position where spatial dependence of order has been

observed.[43, 100] Although a direct relationship between chemical order and PNRs have

not been established, the ”randomness” of the cation distribution on each β position is

thought to prevent long range ferroelectric coupling [37, 38, 39].

The link between chemistry and polar displacements in relaxors is believed to arise

from the nature of bonding between Pb, O, and the ferroelectrically active Nb cation,

which are further influenced by both the atomic radii and valence states of Mg and Nb.

Since Mg has a larger atomic radius than Nb (0.72 vs. 0.64 Å), it is expected that O anions

will be displaced toward a smaller Nb cation by the larger Mg cation. This theory suggests

that the O anion displacement restricts the movement of Pb cations toward Mg cations

along 〈111〉 directions [39, 86, 90, 101]. This simple picture however, is complicated due to

discrepancies between theoretical and calculated ionization states the cation and anions

in a complex oxide. In the case of the complex oxide (La0.18Sr0.82)(Al0.59Ta0.41)O3 (LSAT),
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density functional theory (DFT) using Bader’s method[102, 103] reveals that each cation

does not reside fully in its expected ionization state. Further, the oxygen anions were

found to be much more sensitive to their local chemical environment in comparison the

cations.[59] The structure responds to these non-uniform charge distributions by relaxing

through static displacements. In complex oxides with covalent bonding, such as PMN or

LSAT, the average charge state does not necessarily represent the local environment,

making the chemical distribution critical to determining the local structure.

Connecting local structure to chemistry in relaxors remains a challenging task due

to the nature of local cation-anion interactions. Commonly, diffuse scattering techniques

are employed to probe local structure in relaxors, and have provided valuable insights

toward their understanding [47, 48, 77, 104]. With recent advances in diffuse scattering

instrumentation, it is possible to identify individual correlations such as ferroic displace-

ments, oxygen displacements, and short range antiferroelectric order, each of which result

in characteristic diffuse scattering features. In the case of PMN, an increase in chemi-

cal order is attributed to an increase in antiferroelectric correlations which diminish

in PMN-PT with increasing PT content. Through the evaluation of PMN and several

compositions of PMN-PT, relaxational properties result from competition between local

ferroelectric and antiferroelectric correlations [105]. Although no relationship between

CORs and PNRs was determined by this study, the local chemical environment of these

materials remains crucial for the emergence of their properties. Several models have been

proposed describing the relationship between PNRs and CORs, with suggestions that the

two coexist within the macroscopic structure, while another model proposes that CORs

lie within PNRs, but are non-polar [28, 106] as shown in Figure 4.1.

Although neither description of the relationship between CORs and PNRs has been

verified, these models point to a relationship where one impacts another.

In general, material properties are a manifestation of their atomic arrangements. In

many bulk characterization techniques, phenomena which appear disordered may indeed

hold correlation [1]. For complex materials such as relaxors, these correlations can oc-

cur at length scales on the order of several nanometers. To better understand the origin

relaxor properties, a thorough understanding of local structure is necessary. Although

diffraction is a useful method for studying structure, it is an indirect characterization

technique which studies bulk structure, and correlations can not be visualized directly.

Although it is possible to model diffuse scattering using ”big-box” models [99], comple-
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Figure 4.1: Proposed models for the relationship between CORs and PNRs in PMN.

mentary characterization techniques may inform the creation of more accurate models. A

useful complement for diffraction is aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron

microscopy (STEM), which has provided numerous insights into the atomic structure of

relaxors [41, 42, 100]. The spatial resolution of STEM allows for accurate and precise

quantification of local structures which provide insights across a broad range of materials

systems [10, 58, 59]. structure and strain at the atomic scale [107, 108]. Since relax-

ors possess complicated structures, direct visualization with STEM can provide a better

understanding both of structural and chemical correlations at the atomic scale.

4.2 Experimental Details

The samples discussed in this chapter are PMN single crystals oriented along their 〈001〉
and 〈011〉 pseudocubic zone axes. Each zone axis is investigated independently, although

similar sample thickesses were utilized in each case. The crystal growth is performed

using the high temperature flux method as discussed in Chapter 2.1 [14, 16]. Sample

preparation was performed by wedge polishing and low temperature argon ion milling

[8]. A conductive carbon layer was deposited on the samples in order to mitigate sample

charging.

HAADF-STEM imaging was performed on a probe-corrected FEI Titan G2 S/TEM
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with a Schottky field emission gun operated at 200kV. The semi-angle of convergence is

19.6 mrad and the beam current is kept at 20 pA in order to mitigate sample charging and

beam damage. For HAADF imaging, the annular dark-field inner collection semi-angle

was 77 mrad. Images were acquired and processed using the revolving STEM (RevSTEM)

technique [9]. Each RevSTEM data set consisted of 40 images frames of size 1024 x 1024

pixels with a 90◦ rotation between each successive frame. Sample thickness was deter-

mined using position averaged convergent beam electron diffraction (PACBED) [70].

Image analysis and quantification were carried out using custom MATLAB scripts. The

multislice method was used to simulate STEM images, with parameters matching exper-

iment [76]. Thermal diffuse scattering was modeled using the frozen phonon approach

[91] with appropriate Debye-Waller factors [45].

4.3 Investigating Local Structure in PMN

HAADF-STEM imaging has been proven to be a useful tool for characterizing atomic

structure on a per unit cell basis [10, 11, 59]. Both the spatial resolution and and chemical

sensitivity of HAADF-STEM make it a useful tool for elucidating correlations between

local chemistry and structure in PMN. By analyzing PMN images acquired along multiple

zone axes, the short range structural and chemical correlations can be understood.

4.3.1 Effect of the Electron Probe on Structure

In order to verify that the atomic structure of PMN was not modified significantly under

the irradiation of the electron probe a RevSTEM series investigate in smaller frame

increments. This is because relaxors such as PMN possess dynamic domain structures

at higher temperatures, which become frozen at lower temperatures [25]. Although some

studies indicate that the structure of relaxors is dynamic, the temperature at which

polar structures are most mobile is not well known [29, 57]. In order to ensure that the

analyses performed here are valid and that structure is not significantly modified during

imaging, one 40 frame RevSTEM series is divided into 4 series with 10 frames each. If

the structures remain consistent between each of the series this provides an indication

that significant structural modification does not occur. Quiver maps for the A sub-lattice

of PMN are presented in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Displacement maps for a 40 frame RevSTEM series broken down into 4 series
consisting of (a) frames 1-10, (b) frames 11-20, (c) frames 21-30, and (d) frames 31-40

As evident from inspecting Figures 4.2(a-d) the overall displacement pattern observed

in a PMN RevSTEM series does not appear to change significantly with prolonged scan-

ning time. The mean displacement magnitude in each image is ∼10 pm and does not

change significantly between each RevSTEM set. This analysis indicates that there is

not a significant modification of structure over the course of image acquisition.
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4.3.2 Application of the Projected Pair Distribution Function

and the σ-distribution

Relaxor behavior originates from local displacement of cations and anions that give rise

to a net polarization. In PMN, PNRs are widely regarded as taking the form of the R3m

rhombohedral space group which differs from the globally cubic Pm3m space group [109].

The R3m space group was also found via X-ray diffraction where Pb ionic displacements

occur along 〈111〉 directions [110]. Since STEM imaging is a projectile technique, the

orientation of the sample will influence the observed polar structures. As shown in Figure

4.3. As evident from the illustration of the 〈111〉 directions in PMN, there will be 4

variants projected in the 〈001〉 zone axis, while 6 will be projected in the 〈011〉 zone

axis. The effects of projecting a three dimensional structure in a STEM image must be

taken into account since the there are many possible displacement orientations in PMN.

Potential overlap of PNRs through the thickness of the PMN structure can potentially

make displacements appear different then they are in the full structure.

Figure 4.3: Illustration of the 8 possible 〈111〉 displacement projections in a rhombo-
hedral structure. The projected displacement directions are also illustrated for a sample
oriented along the 〈001〉 and 〈011〉 projections.

The projected positions of a three dimensional atomic structure provide a measure-

ment of the local crystallographic distortion and the formation of local dipoles [10, 59].

For PMN, lattice spacing between the A and the B sub-lattices can be measured directly

from an image as illustrated in Figure 4.4, where the A-B cation distances vary signifi-

cantly (up to 50 pm) in local regions. Notably, these large A-B distances appear to cluster
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in discrete regions of the structure indicating a potentially polar structure.

Figure 4.4: Distances between the A and B sub-lattices for (a) 〈001〉 and (b) 〈011〉
oriented PMN.

The large range of A-B distances vary significantly along both the 〈001〉 (Figure

4.4(a)) and the 〈011〉 (Figure 4.4(b)) zone axes. In each case, the largest unit cell dis-

tortions appear to cluster in regions that span several unit cells. The large distortions

are consistent with observations from diffraction, where Pb displacement is determined

to be ∼30-40 pm in magnitude [28, 32, 45]. For the 〈001〉 zone axis, the largest distor-

tions appear to couple diagonally with the smallest distortions. This pattern indicates

that Pb displacements tend to occur along 〈110〉 directions in the projection of a STEM

image. In a three dimensional crystal structure projected along the 〈001〉 zone axes, the

atomic displacements occur along 〈111〉-type directions, which is consistent with previous

observations [28, 39, 86].

In order to understand the distortions on each sub-lattice position individually, a

projected pair distribution function (pPDF) can be calculated. The pPDF is STEM

equivalent of the pair distribution function applied in diffraction, except is it investigates

structure in two dimensions rather than three [111, 112]. The pPDF is simply a calculation

of the distances between all n-th like pairs of atoms in a STEM image [59]. An example
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of this scheme is illustrated for a perovskite structure in Figure 4.5(a).

Figure 4.5: (a) Schematic of the pPDF calculation for a perovskite (b) Calculated pPDF
A and B sub-lattice positions in 〈001〉 oriented PMN.

Since the pPDF calculates the distribution of all distances in the STEM image, it

provides a good indication of the local structure of each sub-lattice position. For PMN

oriented along the 〈001〉 zone axis, pPDF distributions are calculated for the A and B sub-

lattice positions individually as shown in Figure 4.5(b). As evident from the pPDF, the Pb

containing A-sites show a significantly larger spread than the B-sites. In this case, the A-

site nearest like-neighbor (NLN) distance is 404.8±7.5 pm while the B-site NLN distance

404.7±3.3 pm. The lattice parameter of ∼405 pm is consistent with observations made

with XRD and remains consistent across numerous images [45]. The standard deviation,

which is significantly larger for the A sub-lattice, indicates that Pb cations are more

mobile within the lattice than Mg/Nb. For comparison, the σ for the lattice parameters

of a silicon single crystal are ∼2 pm [10]. The rigidity of the B sub-lattice relative to

the A sub-lattice is consistent with observations made in other complex oxides as the

covalent bonding between B-O reduces movement of those atoms [59].

In order to understand how NLN distance varies for increasingly larger n-th like-

neighboring pairs, a σ-distribution can be produced. The σ-distribution is a plot of the
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standard deviations of like sub-lattice positions as function of distance. For the B sub-

lattice (Mg/Nb) the σ-distribution makes a gradual increase at small distances, but

remains fairly constant after 1 nm as show in Figure 4.6. In contrast, the pPDF of the

σ-distribution begins at a value of 7.5 pm, but then decreases for the 2nd like-neighbor,

but then increases for the 3rd like-neighbor. This oscillatory behavior continues for ∼
1.5-2 nm before flattening out. This behavior is indicative of structural correlation in

PMN at short length scales.

Figure 4.6: σ-distribution for the A and B sub-lattice positions in PMN

Since the pPDF measures the distances between neighboring pairs relative to an

undistorted (cubic) structure, the trend in the pPDF indicates that the structure tends

to expand in one direction, but contract in the other. In this case there is a larger spread

of distances between neighboring columns one lattice parameter apart, then for columns

405
√

2 pm apart. As a result of this observation, it appears that for 1.5-2 nm, correlated

distortions occur in PMN. Although this length scale is consistent with PNR diameter,

additional observations are necessary to determine if these correlations are PNRs [32].
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4.3.3 Estimating PNR Diameter and Volume

As an indicator of local dipole alignment, the displacement of Pb-containing columns

relative to the average positions of the neighboring Mg/Nb atom columns is measured.

This method is justified given the smaller spread of B-B distances in comparison to the

A-A distances (σB = 3.3 pm vs. σA = 7.5 pm) in PMN. To measure the dipole inducing

displacements of the Pb containing columns, ideal Mg/Nb positions are determined by

defining a grid of these atom columns. This grid is defined by fitting colinear Mg/Nb atom

columns with lines along the x- and y-coordinate directions. Once fit, the intersection of

these lines is determined to be the ideal Mg/Nb position. This method provides an average

position of the Mg/Nb columns across the entire image without mixing information

between the sub-lattices when assuming one sub-lattice to be rigidly fixed [113]. The

displacement of the Pb columns is then determined relative to the centroid of the Mg/Nb

columns around each Pb column. Representative Pb displacements are illustrated in

Figures 4.7(a-b) for 〈001〉 and 〈011〉 projections, respectively.

Figure 4.7: A sub-lattice displacements for PMN oriented along the (a) 〈001〉 and (b)
〈011〉 zone axes.

The magnitude and direction of the Pb atom column displacement varies significantly
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across the images with some regions exhibiting negligible Pb off-centering. When viewed

along either 〈001〉 or 〈011〉, the Pb column displacement magnitudes range from ap-

proximately 0.1-20 pm with a means of 7.92 pm and 7.52 pm, respectively. By visual

inspection, the largest displacements are clustered with similar directions, which is con-

sistent with the traditional model of PNRs in relaxors determine via diffuse scattering

[32, 90, 101]. To measure the PNR size in both 〈001〉 and 〈011〉 orientations, a Pb column

is defined as belonging to a PNR if its displacement magnitude is larger than the mean

Pb displacement magnitude and half of the nearest Pb atom columns also displace with

a in a direction within ±10◦ of the original Pb column. The PNR diameters are then

estimated from the encompassed area using 10 images acquired along each projection.

The PNR size is found vary up to to about 3 nm. Along 〈001〉 and 〈011〉, the PNR

diameters are 1.6±0.45 nm and 1.7±0.5 nm, respectively. Importantly, these diameters

are consistent with the PNR correlation length of ∼1.5 nm determined from neutron

diffraction [32]. To observe the effects of introducing Pb cation displacements through-

out the thickness of a PMN sample, STEM image simulations utilizing the multislice

algorithm are carried out [76]. For these simulations, 10 nm thick supercells are gener-

ated with randomly distributed Mg/Nb. In order to observe the effect of the displacement

in the thickness, Pb cations are displaced off-center from their ideal positions in various

configurations. The maximum Pb displacement magnitude is 31 pm along a 〈111〉-type

direction, which equates to approximately 18 pm in the x- and y- plane of the simula-

tions. When viewed along the 〈001〉 projection, this is approximately a 25.5 pm off center

displacement.

For the first configuration, Pb cations are displaced by a gradient displacement pat-

tern whereas the Pb displacements are 25.5 pm at the top of the cell, linearly decreasing

to 0 pm at the bottom of the cell when viewed in projection. The resulting simulation

results in Pb displacements with a mean value of 23.5 pm as shown in Figure 4.8(a). Ad-

dition gradient displacement patterns are also simulated where the 25.5 pm displacement

transitions to displacing by the same magnitude in the opposite direction. In this case the

mean displacement of the simulated image is 19.7 pm as shown in Figure 4.8(b). One ad-

ditional gradient configuration is presented in Figure 4.8(c) where the Pb displacements

at the top of the cell are 0 pm and linearly increase to 25.5 pm. This pattern results in

a mean Pb displacement of 6.6 pm.

A second set of simulations are also carried out which introduce Pb displacements
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Figure 4.8: STEM image simulations illustrating the displacement magnitudes for vari-
ous displacement configurations.

of 25.5 pm at various locations throughout the thickness of the supercell. These results

are presented in Figure 4.8(d-f) where the displacements occur at the top 1/3rd, middle

1/3rd, and bottom 1/3rd of the supercell respectively. The mean displacement values

resulting from these configurations is 12.3 pm, 8.6 pm, and 2.4 pm for Pb displacements

at the top, middle, and bottom of the cell respectively. These results illustrate that the

signal from the electron probe is most heavily influenced by the top surface of a sample,

at that resulting displacement magnitudes are not necessarily representative of the actual

distortions in the structure.

STEM image simulations demonstrate that the largest net displacements occur when

there is a linear decrease in Pb displacement from 25 to 0 pm in the cell. These values are

much larger than those observed in experiment with a mean displacement of 23.5 pm. The

configuration most consistent with the displacement magnitudes observed in experiment

is the case where the Pb cations are displaced in the middle 1/3rd of the structure. The

discrepancy between the simulated displacements and those observed in experiment may

be attributed to a changing displacement pattern throughout the thickness of the sample,
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or displacements occurring into/out of the plane of the images. With these considerations,

it is estimated that the electron probe is most strongly influenced by the top 40% of the

samples. With this estimate, and the estimated sample thicknesses from each image,

PNRs are estimated to encompass 5.5% and 6.7% of the samples for the 〈001〉 and 〈011〉
projections, respectively.While these volume fractions are approximately half the size of

the 11% volume fraction expected from neutron scattering[32], the discrepancy can be

attributed to the complex cation displacement patterns expected for PMN and the effects

of projecting these displacements in two dimensions.

4.4 Correlating Local Structure and Chemistry

The relationship between local chemistry and local structure in complex oxides such as

PMN is complicated by a seemingly random cation distribution with regions of chemical

order. In order to assess the relationship between local chemistry and local structure

in PMN, local Pb atom column distances are investigated as a function of Mg/Nb dis-

tribution. As a result of a large difference in the atomic numbers of Mg (Z = 12) in

comparison to Nb (Z = 41), HAADF-STEM is capable of distinguishing B sub-lattice

atom columns with a higher concentration of each [5, 7]. Using the local chemical and

structural correlations can be investigated for PMN.

4.4.1 Effect of Mg/Nb Distribution on Local Structure

For the 〈001〉 projection, local unit cell distortion of each A sub-lattice site is determined

by averaging four like-neighbor distances. These distances are then correlated to the

intensities of the opposing sub-lattice (Mg/Nb). As illustrated in Figure 4.9(a), the Pb

average lattice parameter exhibits moderate, positive correlation (R∼ 0.52) when plot

against the B sub-lattice intensity. This trend indicates that Pb atom column separation

increases when located near Nb rich atom columns and contracts when rich in Mg. In

contrast, the average B sub-lattice lattice parameters appear uncorrelated with the Pb

column intensity (R∼ 0.05).

When viewed along 〈011〉, the local distortion is measured as the distance between

nearest Pb/O columns that are separated Mg/Nb as highlighted above. In contrast to

the moderately, positive correlation observed in Figure 4.9(a), the average Pb distance as

a function of Mg/Nb intensity is weak and negative, Figure 4.9(b) (R∼ −0.11). Several
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Figure 4.9: Local lattice parameters of the A sub-lattice plot as a function of the B
sub-lattice intensity for the (a) 〈001〉 and (b) 〈011〉 zone axes

factors play a role in this discrepancy. When oriented along 〈001〉, Mg/Nb atom columns

overlap with oxygen columns, while for the 〈011〉 orientation, oxygen columns overlap

with Pb columns. Further, the the additional 〈111〉 displacement components in the 〈110〉
projection influence the projected positions and distortions of each atom column.

4.4.2 Spatial Correlation of Pb Displacement and Mg/Nb Dis-

tribution

To quantitatively correlate Pb atom column displacement with neighboring chemistry,

we define position and an intensity-weighted center of masses (COM). The positional

(unweighted) COM is calculated by averaging the location of the nearest Mg/Nb atom

columns (four for 〈001〉 and six for 〈011〉). The intensity-weighted COM biases each

Mg/Nb atom column location by its intensity before averaging. Further, we introduce a

parameter, Ψi, that measures the difference between the position and intensity-weighted

centers of mass. A schematic of the weighted/unweighted COM scheme is illustrated

in Figure . Variables for the Pb column displacement and intensity are fit to a linear

regression model:

δi(s) = α0 + α1Ψi(s) + εi(s) (4.1)

This model is then used to measure the correlation via α1 and the residuals, εi(s). The
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analysis is carried out using the combined data acquired at 10 different sample regions

of similar thickness.

Given that the Mg/Nb containing sub-lattices was significantly less mobile, we define

the following center of mass (COM) parameters. The x-component of the unweighted

COM is given by:

Ux(s) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

Bix(s) (4.2)

where Bix is the position of the n Mg/Nb atom columns around each Pb atom column. In

the case of the 〈001〉 zone axis n = 4, and for the 〈011〉 zone axis, n = 6. The x-component

of the intensity weighted COM incorporates the intensity each Mg/Nb column using:

Wx(s) =

n∑
i=1

Ii(s)Bix(s)

n∑
i=1

Ii(s)
(4.3)

where Ii(s) is the intensity of each Mg/Nb column. Utilizing the unweighted COM values,

a response variable is determined for each Pb atom column, considering the x- and y-

components separately. This displacement parameter for the x-component is given by:

δi(s) = sx − Ux(s) (4.4)

where the sx is the x-component of the Pb atom column displacement as measured .

Finally, the intensity parameter is defined as the difference between the intensity weighted

and unweighted COM values:

Ψi(s) = Wx(s)− Ux(s) (4.5)

The y-components are analyzed using the same approach.

The parameters defined above are then analyzed in a spatial regression framework

using a linear model:

δi(s) = α0 + α1Ψi(s) + εi(s), (4.6)

where α0 is the intercept, α1 is the slope, εi(s) is the residual error, δi(s) is the response

for the ith image at xy-location s = (sx,sy), and Ψi(s) is the corresponding covariate. For
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simplicity, we define [100] and [011] components as the x and [010] and [100] as the y

component directions for the 〈001〉 and 〈011〉 projections, respectively. The model was

applied separately to displacements in the x and y coordinates.

Exploratory analysis suggest that the residuals εi(s) at nearby locations are correlated

and that the correlation decays exponentially with distance as illustrated in Figures for

the 〈001〉 and 〈011〉 projections, respectively. Therefore to obtain a statistically-valid test

for α1, we account for this residual spatial correlation. The covariance between residuals

for image i is modelled as [114]

Cov[εi(s), εi(s
′)] =

σ2 + τ 2 if s = s′

σ2 exp(−||s− s′||/ρ) ifs 6= s′
(4.7)

where σ2 and τ 2 are variance parameters, ||s − s′|| is the Euclidean distance between

locations s and s’, and ρ controls the range of spatial correlation.

Using a Bayesian approach, then we specify uninformed priors for the model pa-

rameters. The regression coefficients have priors α0,α1 ∼ Normal(0, 10002). The vari-

ance terms are parameterized as σ2 = rv2 and τ 2 = (1 − r)v2 and given priors v2 ∼
InvGamma(0.01, 0.01) and r ∼ Uniform(0, 1). The spatial range has log-normal prior

log(ρ) ∼ Normal(0, 102). The model is evaluated using Markov Chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) methods [115]. The mean and variance parameters α0, α1, v2 have conjugate

full conditional distributions and are updated using Gibbs sampling; the correlation pa-

rameters r and ρ are updated using Metropolis sampling with candidate distributions

tuned to have acceptance probability around 0.4. We generate three independent chains

each with 10,000 iterations. Convergence is monitored using visual inspection of trace

plots of the posterior samples, as well as formal diagnostics including effective sample

size and the Gelman-Rubin statistic. The first 2,000 samples in each chain are discarded

as burn-in, leaving 24,000 samples to approximate the posterior mean and 95% interval

of each parameter (Table 4.1).

The linear model is analyzed using a Bayesian model with uninformed priors for the

model parameters. For spatial regression, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [115] is

used to evaluate the model with Gibbs sampling to update the parameter distributions.

The regression coefficients, namely α0 and α1 are defined using a normal distribution of

values with the spatial range being a log-normal distribution. The chains are generated

for each set of images, with 10,000 iterations each. In total, 24,000 samples are used
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Table 4.1: Posterior means and 95% intervals for the intercept (α0), slope (α1), stan-
dard deviation (v), signal-to-noise ratio (r) and spatial range (ρ) for the [100] and [010]
displacement components along the 〈001〉 zone axis and [011] and [100] displacement
components along the 〈011〉 zone axis.

〈001〉 〈011〉
[100] [010] [011] [100]

Intercept 0.07 (0.04, 0.11) -0.13 (-0.18, -0.08) 0.17 (0.09, 0.25) 0.06 (0.03, 0.09)
Slope -0.21 (-0.22, -0.20) -0.20 (-0.21, -0.19) -0.13 (-0.13, -0.12) -0.13 (-0.14, -0.12)
Slope -0.21 (-0.22, -0.20) -0.20 (-0.21, -0.19) 0.37 (0.34, 0.41) 0.35 (0.34, 0.36)

Signal ratio 0.80 (0.75, 0.84) 0.83 (0.79, 0.86) 0.76 (0.72, 0.81) 1.00 (0.99, 1.00)
Range 53.4 (46.4, 61.8) 72.2 (62.2, 85.4) 197.03 (153.54,268.64) 43.54 (40.65, 46.72)

to approximate the posterior mean and 95% confidence interval of each parameter. The

residual errors, εi(s), were assumed to be independent. Further details of the analysis are

provided in the Supplementary Information.

For 〈001〉, the regressed α1 are -0.21 and -0.20 with 95% confidence intervals of (-0.22,-

0.20) and (-0.21,-0.19), for the [100] and [010] displacement components, shown in Figures

(b-c) respectively. Similarly, the regression analysis is applied to 〈011〉. In this case, α1

are -0.13 and -0.13 with 95% confidence intervals of (-0.13,-0.12) and (-0.13,-0.14), for

the [011] and [100] directions, shown in Figures (d-e) respectively. As zero is excluded

from both 95% confidence intervals, statistically significant correlation exists between

displacement and neighboring B site composition. Further, by examining the residual

errors of the linear model, spatial dependence of Pb displacements can be investigated.

While the incorporation of the residual errors is necessary for a statistically valid test,

their spatial dependence provides an indication of correlation. These results, which are

summarized by semivariograms in the Supplementary Information indicate that nearby

residuals are similar, therefore likely hold correlation. These correlations occur at length

scales of 1.5-2 nm, which is consistent with the average PNR sizes determined via STEM

imaging.

The statistical analysis provides an important link between chemistry and local struc-

ture in PMN. The observed negative correlation indicate that Pb tend to shift toward Mg-

rich atom columns, suggesting that local chemistry plays a role in promoting correlated

Pb displacements. Furthermore, as shown in the displacement maps (Figure 4.7(a-b)),

the direction and magnitude of the Pb displacements are mostly random with small re-

gions of correlated displacements. This is in agreement with indirect XRD studies where
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Pb displacements are thought to vary isotropically in length and direction [28, 116].

4.5 Discussion

The combination of spatial statistical analysis with accurate and precise STEM imaging

presents an alternative to diffuse scattering studies. Relaxors are a primary example

where better understanding of short-range interactions are necessary for understanding

bulk property behavior. In the case of Pb-based relaxors, it has been suggested that

local order parameters control prevailing relaxor behavior [117, 118]. These short range

correlations, which can be difficult to detect and quantify, can be further incorporated into

new models in order to better understand material properties. Although no correlation

between PNRs and CORs has been elucidated here, the local structure is sensitive to

its local chemical environment. Although a direct link between CORs and PNRs does

not appear, CORs may influence the overall chemical distribution of PMN which in turn

influences the local structure.

Neutron and X-ray scattering experiments show evidence of a variety of ferroic corre-

lations resulting in diffuse scattering patterns. These signatures include PNRs, chemical

order, and antiferroelectric interactions. These studies demonstrate that chemical order

can not not be tied to the formation of PNRs, but has been linked to increased anti-

ferroelectric activity [105]. The results discussed in this letter also do not find evidence

of a connection between PNRs and CORs, although local chemistry does influence local

Pb structure. Scattering studies also demonstrate that increased piezoelectricity is ac-

companied by a decrease in chemical order resulting from the incorporation of Ti cations

in PMN-PT solid solutions, which agrees with TEM observations [33, 34]. In the case

of PMN, the persistence of chemical order appears to contribute to the antiferroelectric

activity.

The interplay of ferroelectricity and antiferroelectric interactions has been investi-

gated via numerous theoretical calculations. Individual atomic interactions, occur at the

local scale and drive relaxor behavior by inhibiting long range ferroelectricity. The inter-

play of Mg and Nb distribution on the B sub-lattice are believed to result in antiferro-

electric interactions which in turn disrupts ferroelectricity and results in the emergence

of relaxor behavior.[118, 119] The results discussed here illustrate the effect of the local

chemical environment on the local structure of PMN. Antiferrolectric interactions in re-
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laxors involve a volume decrease of the unit cell, which is enhanced by a difference in

size between the βI and βII positions [119]. This is in agreement with observations made

whereby Pb neighboring distance tends to contract as Mg content increases. These results

show how the local crystal structure is critical for the fustration of relaxor behavior.

4.6 Conclusions

In summary, aberration corrected HAADF STEM has been used to correlate local struc-

ture in the prototypical relaxor PMN at various length scales. The chemical make up

of each B sub-lattice position plays a critical on determining the position of the neigh-

boring Pb cations. As a local structure contains more Mg, the Pb distances will tend

to contract, in agreement calculations pointing to the manifestation of antiferroelectic

behavior in PMN. In turn local chemical environment also results in the characteristic

Pb displacements which in turn form PNRs. These results show the highly sensitive re-

lationship between local structure and chemistry in relaxors, and provide evidence of

antiferroelectric coupling in PMN.
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Chapter 5

Combining Real Space

Crystallography with X-ray Diffuse

Scattering

The contents discussed in this chapter involve combining information from real-space

STEM imaging and reciprocal space X-ray diffuse scattering. Despite the the usefulness

of STEM imaging for characterizing ferroelectric materials, diffraction is the most widely

used characterization technique. While diffraction is a highly useful technique for un-

derstanding atomic structure, it is a bulk characterization technique. Diffraction patters

capture the average structure of a large volume, and subtle distortions or chemical order

can be averaged out. With advances in the accuracy and precision of STEM imaging, the

technique may be a useful complement for diffraction studies. STEM imaging can provide

information regarding local chemical order and structure for a variety of materials, which

then can be used to inform structural models.

Here, PMN is analyzed using combined X-ray diffuse scattering and STEM imaging.

PMN demonstrates short range structural and chemical correlations that drive its relaxor

behavior. While this information contributes to the average diffuse scattering, informa-

tion on a per unit cell basis may be lost. Information from STEM imaging is utilized

when constructing ”big-box” structural models, from which the diffuse scattering can be

calculated. Information of interest includes local structural distortion and chemical het-

erogeneity. The contents of this chapter include X-ray diffuse scattering data from PMN

which was collected and re-sampled by John Daniels and Patrick Tung at University of
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New South Wales. The structural models used to simulate these scattering effects were

constructed in collaboration with Brian Reich and Matthew Miller from the Statistics

department at North Carolina State University.

5.1 Introduction and Background

Diffraction has proven to be an invaluable tool for studying atomic structures of a variety

of materials including metals, ceramics, polymers, and biologic materials. For the past

100 years, diffraction based techniques utilizing X-rays, neutrons, or electrons have been

used to understand the structure of numerous materials. For three dimensional periodic

structures, diffraction can be described using Bragg’s law:

nλ = 2dsin(θ) (5.1)

where λ is the wavelength, d is the distance between crystal planes, θ is the angle of

the diffracted wave, and n is an integer representing the order of the diffracted beam.

Bragg diffraction is a product of the interference of the waves reflecting off the various

crystal planes [120]. These resulting spot (or ring) patterns contain information regarding

the average structure of the material, and can be used to determine lattice parameters.

While Bragg scattering resolves the average structure, it does not indicate shorter range

correlations within the bulk structure.

Numerous classes of materials including relaxors can be characterized by short-range

order that deviates from the average structure. These correlations become evident in the

weak diffuse scattering patterns which appear around Bragg reflections [78, 79]. Figure 5.1

illustrates the presence of diffuse scattering (below the hatched line), which is significantly

weaker than the contribution of Bragg scattering. Since Bragg scattering contributes most

of the intensity observed in diffraction spots, diffuse scattering can ”washed out” by these

peaks. Therefore, it is necessary to have a detector or camera sensitive enough to capture

the weak diffuse scattering. The characteristic shapes of these diffuse spots can be used

to infer the type and degree of correlations in materials.

While diffuse scattering is commonly used to understand local disorder in crystalline

systems, there is no standard method of interpreting the observed patterns. Typically,

a ”big-box” model is constructed and refined in order to understand the potential dis-

ordered structures within a larger model [1]. These models are constructed with various
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of Bragg scattering with and without diffuse scattering.

atomic correlations being introduced via a Monte Carlo simulation [121, 122]. Further,

molecular dynamic simulations can be used to refine ”big-box” models using a core-shell

model with interaction parameters determined from ab initio calculations [55, 99, 123].

In these these cases, a ”big-box” model is built with a chemical distribution determined

with an Ising model and polar shifts occur due to inter-atomic ion interactions [99].

Monte Carlo models are readily used to refine model crystals. For these simulations,

various potential models can be applied to introduce inter-atomic distortions between

atoms. Among these are the harmonic spring, Lennard-Jones, and Buckingham poten-

tials which calculate inter-atomic forces between selected atom pairs. The Monte Carlo

simulation attempts to minimize the energies between the numerous atom-atom pairs by

adjusting bond lengths, bond angles and dihedral angles [124]. Based on the introduced

structural distortions, a simulated diffuse scattering pattern can be calculated and com-

pared to experiment. Based on characteristic shapes of diffuse scattering, the direction

of distortion between two atom types can be inferred.

Although Monte Carlo simulations accurately replicate the characteristic diffuse scat-

tering shapes, it is difficult to know how well the simulated structures match the actual

structures. Since diffraction is an indirect characterization technique, STEM imaging pro-

vides an excellent complement to diffraction. With the accuracy and precision of STEM

imaging, atomic distances and correlations between certain atom types can be visualized

directly. This information can then be applied to the construction of ”big-box” structural

models and provide a direct link between diffraction and imaging.
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5.2 Experimental Details

X-ray diffuse scattering is performed on single crystalline PMN samples that were also

used for STEM imaging. Details of the sample fabrication are located in chapter 2. Sample

preparation was performed by polishing a single crystal in to a cylinder with diameter of

approximately 1 mm with a height of approximately 500 µm. Three dimensional diffuse

scattering data was acquired at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF)

in Grenoble, France at beam line ID15A. The monochromated X-ray wavelength was

0.16531 Å and selected with Laue-Laue monochromator. The beam size at the sample

was ∼300x300 µm with scattered electrons collected on a Pilatus 2M CdTe pixel detector

with a sample to detector distance of 900.771 mm. The dimensions of the pixel detector

was 1475 x 1679 pixels with a pixel size of 0.172 x 0.172 mm2. The beam position on

the detector, detector tilt angles, and sample detector distance were calibrated using a

CeO2 powder diffraction pattern. The resulting data is a 3 dimensional volume containing

numerous planes in reciprocal space.

Diffuse scattering in PMN is modeled using a combination of custom written scripts

and with functions built into DISCUS. For comparison, the chemical distribution on the B

sub-lattice is set randomly and with predefined ordering distributions. Structural distor-

tions are then introduced into these models with relationships between various atom-atom

pairs being defined. The in order to obtain a representative structures, 50x50x50 unit cell

”big-box” models are constructed. Following the incorporation of chemical and structural

disorder, DISCUS is used to calculate the Fourier transform of the structures. In these

cases, the diffuse scattering is calculated by taking the average of 250 10x10x10 unit cell

sections from the larger structure. For the simulations, regions of reciprocal space from

-6 to 6 reciprocal lattice units (r.l.u.) are calculated. The simulated patterns are then

compared to experiment in order to understand the origin of the features in the patterns.

5.3 Experimental Observation of Diffuse Scattering

Although the relaxor behavior of PMN is most commonly attributed to the presence of

∼2-5 nm PNRs, the chemical inhomogeneity is also believed to play a major role in the

emergence of these properties. The presence of B-site cation order is believed to directly

influence the formation of PNRs, even if the two are not directly linked. In addition to

cation displacements and chemical order, the various charge states is believed to directly
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influence oxygen structure, with the larger Mg cation pushing oxygen anions toward the

Nb sites [37, 39]. The presence of chemical, structural, and octahedral tilting are all

parameters that can be analyzed with diffuse scattering.

The main advantage of collecting a 3D diffuse scattering pattern is that the volume

contains information at non integer reciprocal space planes. While diffuse features result-

ing from cation displacements may be present at the hk0 plane, fractional planes may

contain information regarding the presence of cation order. Characteristic diffuse scatter-

ing features resulting from cation displacements are evident in the hk0 reciprocal space

plane observed in Figure 5.2(a). The presence of a characteristic butterfly shape around

the h00 Bragg spot and elliptical shape around the hh0 Bragg spot are attributed to

three factors. The three contributing factors include a relaxor component, a local cation

displacement component, and a contribution from thermal diffuse scattering (TDS) [57].

These individual components can be further broken down by performing in-situ heat-

ing diffuse scattering, where the relaxor specific component disappears with increasing

temperature.

The behavior of the diffuse scattering patterns can be influenced by both field and

temperature. In cases of prototypical relaxors such as PMN or PZN, shapes character-

istic of PNRs begin to appear when cooling from high temperatures. These features ap-

pear at temperatures above the Curie temperature, TC , pointing to different formations

temperatures between PNRs and ferroelectric domains [28]. When cooling past room

temperature, the PNR volumes and diameters continue to increase until a maximum

fraction is met [125, 126]. Atomistic simulations of diffuse scattering show that the Pb

atomic displacement distributions transition from a completely isotropic distribution to a

distribution in which 〈111〉 directions are highly favored. These observations agree with

the characteristic shapes of the diffuse scattering when considering increasingly lower

temperatures. At room temperature, the Pb displacement directions appear to be fairly

isotropic, but with preference for 〈111〉 directions [99]. These molecular simulations agree

with the structures and displacement patterns observed in experimental studies [45, 32].

These favored displacement directions contribute to the characteristic butterfly shapes

at the h00 reflections and the elliptical shapes at hh0 reflections.

For comparison to the hk0 plane, the 0kl reciprocal space plane is presented in Figure

5.2(b). Like for the hk0 plane, the 0kl plane demonstrates the characteristic butterfly

shapes at the k00 reflection and the elliptical shapes at kk0. The shapes for the 0kl
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Figure 5.2: Diffuse scattering patterns taken from the (a) kh0, (b) 0kl, (c) hk0.5, and
(d) hkk reciprocal space planes in PMN.
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planes correspond nearly to shapes present in the hk0 plane. This result illustrates the

cubic nature of PMN where the displacements occur along 〈111〉-type directions. If the

characteristic displacements occurred along another direction, these diffuse streaks would

appear different along the hk0, 0kl, and h0l reciprocal space planes. Further, these obser-

vations demonstrate that the cation displacements contribute significantly to both the

butterfly and elliptical diffuse scattering shapes.

Diffuse scattering collected along the hk0.5 planes reveal additional information re-

garding the cation occupation in PMN. As evident in Figure 5.2(c), the kh0.5 reciprocal

space plane demonstrates super-lattice spots at the h+1/2 k+1/2 1/2 positions which is

indicative of cation ordering on the B sub-lattice. These superlattice spots are expected

to arise from the ”random-site” ordering model where Mg/Nb order along {111} planes

[37, 39]. Although mainly attributed to the presence of CORs, part of the contrast of

these superlattice spots is attributed to atomic displacements [99]. High temperature

studies also reveal that these superlattice spots continue to persist above the Burns tem-

perature, providing further evidence that these spots result mainly from the chemical

order [99, 125]. In addition to these superlattice spots on hk0.5 planes, high temperature

diffuse scattering reveals that a weak intensity signal remains on hk0 reflections where

the butterfly and elliptical shapes would otherwise be. The presence of these weak spots

is further attributed to minor contribution of CORs in the diffuse scattering spots and

the fact that the characteristic butterfly shapes are due to cationic displacements [125].

The persistence of the weak diffuse scattering above the transition temperature is further

attributed to CORs since these spots do not appear in diffuse scattering recorded from

a control SrTiO3 single crystal [127].

As evident from HAADF imaging, the presence of chemical order is most evident

when imaging PMN along a 〈011〉 zone axis, where the Mg and Nb rich cation positions

do not overlap. The hkk reciprocal space plane corresponding to this zone axis is illus-

trated in Figure 5.2(d). Unlike the hk0 and hk0.5 planes, the diffuse scattering present

in this orientation demonstrates characteristics of both the cation displacement and the

short range chemical order [57, 99]. These observations illustrate complex nature of the

relationship of polar displacements and chemical order in PMN. Both the short range

chemical order and polar displacements contribute to the characteristic diffuse scattering

shapes. In order to better understand the relationship between these two phenomenon,

the use of simulations can facilitate a better understanding. Further, the combination
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of information collected from STEM imaging can provide further details to facilitate

building these models.

5.4 Simulation of Diffuse Scattering in PMN

Diffuse scattering, much like STEM image requires the use of models and simulations in

order to understand the origin of shapes and features in experimental data. There are

several methods that can be used to model disorder in atomic models including molecular

dynamics simulations [55, 99, 128] and Monte Carlo simulations [79, 78, 122]. In order

to incorporate observations made from STEM images into diffuse scattering simulations,

a combination of custom scripts and algorithms built into the program DISCUS will be

used. These alternative models are constructed in an attempt to develop and alternative

method of simulating diffuse scattering with information taken from other experimental

techniques.

5.4.1 Simple COR and PNR configurations

While the atomic structure of PMN and other relaxor ferroelectrics is complicated, sim-

pler models can be used in order to understand the origin of features that manifest in

diffuse scattering. Preliminary structural models are built using custom MATLAB scripts

where a ”big-box” model is constructed that is 50x50x50 unit cells in dimension. The

large size of the structure ensures sufficient sampling of the overall model when calculat-

ing the Fourier transform of the total model. For these models, the unit cell dimensions

are cubic with lengths of 4.05 Å, the lattice parameter determined from X-ray diffrac-

tion [45]. The B sub-lattice positions are occupied with Mg and Nb randomly using a

binomial distribution. In order to establish a baseline for an unmodified cubic structure

with random B sub-lattice occupation, a Fourier is calculated for an as built model and

illustrated in Figure 5.3(a). Since the Bragg scattering is subtracted from the diffraction

patterns calculated in DISCUS, there are no features that result due to the lack of short

range order in the structure.

Further test cases for diffuse scattering are constructed and consist of∼2-4 nm ordered

domains dispersed in a structure with otherwise random chemical distribution. In these

cases, the neither the charge balanced ”random-site” model or the ”space charge” model

are used as to exaggerate the effects of ordered domains. In two cases, 2-4 nm magnesium
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Figure 5.3: Calculated diffuse scattering patterns structural models with (a) random
chemical distribution and an undistorted structure, (b) random chemical distribution
with Mg domains, (c) random chemical distribution with Nb domains, and (d) random
chemical distribution with 2-4 nm ”PNRs” where Pb cations are displaced along 〈111〉-
type directions.
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clusters (Figure 5.3(b)) and 2-4 nm niobium clusters (Figure 5.3(c)). In each case, the

”domains” occupy a volume fraction of approximately 10% of the total ”big-box” model.

As evident from inspection of Figures 5.3(b-c), the incorporation of ordered domains

into the model results in weak diffuse scattering peaks that occur in the vicinity of the

Bragg spots. These observations are consistent with results observed in other studies and

further illustrate how features observed in diffuse scattering can overlap with each other

[99]. Additionally, the impact of the introduction of Nb domains in Figure 5.3(c) can

be compared to the introduction of Mg domains in Figure 5.3(b). In the case of the Nb

domains (where the atomic number of Nb (Z = 41) is larger than the atomic number

of Mg (Z = 12)), the diffuse scattering intensity at the Bragg peaks are larger, Further,

weak diffuse spots at the 1/2h1/2k0 positions begin to emerge. While these spots are not

evident in experimental patterns recorded along hk0 reflections, these results demonstrate

that ordered domains have a noticeable effect in diffuse scattering.

A final test case investigated the effect of introducing nanometer sized polar clusters

in an otherwise unperturbed and chemically random structure. In this case, ∼2-4 nm

polar clusters are introduced into a larger superstructure where in randomly selected re-

gions, Pb cations are displaced off center by 30 pm in 〈111〉-type directions. Within these

polar regions, the Pb cations are displaced in a randomly determined 〈111〉 direction,

within each respective domain. In this case the diffuse scattering resulting from these

distortions is larger than those observed when either Mg or Nb domains were introduced

into the structure. Although these intensities are not as large as those observed in exper-

imental patterns, their presence alludes to a larger contribution from displacive disorder

in comparison to occupational disorder.

5.4.2 Application of Statistical Techniques to Build Structural

Models

When modeling chemical disorder in crystals, an Ising model is typically used [79, 129].

In the case of a cubic crystal lattice, the Ising model denotes its nodes by either a zero or

a one, and these values correspond to different atom types. With occupational disorder

in consideration, the Ising model calculates the probability of the occupation of a single

site based on what its neighbors are. For PMN, this would correspond to a Mg containing

position being more likely to have a Nb in a neighboring position. While this model has

been used to build in the charge balanced ”random-site” and ”space charge” models in
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PMN [39, 130], the nature of chemical order is likely more complicated. In some cases,

occupational and displacive disorder maybe me more complicated, with spatially varying

order parameters [1]. In order to consider more complicated ordering mechanisms, it is

necessary to introduce new models that can incorporate spatial variation of chemical and

displacement disorder.

With some studies indicating that chemical order spatially varies in PMN [43, 100],

chemical ordering models that incorporate spatial variation are constructed. In this case,

the ordering model can be represented by:

π(x|β) =
1

Zβ
eβΦ (5.2)

where π(x|β) is the conditional probability of event x based on the interaction parameter

β. Like the traditional Ising model, the probability of of ”Atom A” increases when ”Atom

B” occupies the neighboring sites. On an atom by atom basis, the above expression can

be expanded to:

π(xi = 1|β, x∂i) =
eβn0

eβn0 + eβn1
(5.3)

where x∂i represents the vectors from one atom position to its neighboring atom positions,

n0 is the number of neighboring atoms that are zero, and n1 is the number of neighboring

atoms that are one. While the interaction parameter β remains 1 for the traditional Ising

model, varying this parameter will introduce spatial variation in the order. In order to

vary the degree of order spatially an interaction parameter for order, βO, and interaction

parameter for disorder, βD can be defined. In this case, if βO - βD is large, the regions

of order and disorder will be more prominent, while a small value will lead to blended

order and disorder [114].

As a preliminary case, regions of chemical order will be defined using the equation

of an ellipse, with added parameters that allow for shifting and rotating the regions of

order. The equation for this ellipse is given by:

[(x− h)cos(α)− (y − k)sin(α)

a2

]2

+
[(x− h)cos(α)− (y − k)sin(α)

b2

]2

= 1 (5.4)

where h and k are values whereby the ellipse is shifted, a and b modify the eccentricity
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of the ellipse, and α is the angle the ellipse is rotated. In this case the range of α is

limited to 0≤ α ≤ π since rotating an ellipse 180 degrees is the same as rotating it by

360 degrees.

The ordering profile using the above relationships is then controlled by defining an

interaction parameter that varies spatially. This interaction parameter is defined using a

piece wise function given by:

β(k) =


βO k ≤ 1

T(K) 1 < k ≤ TF

βD k ≥ TF

(5.5)

where β(k) is the spatially dependant interaction function, T(k) is the transition function

and TF is the transition factor. The transition function is given by:

T (k) =
BO −BD

2
cos

(
π

T 2
F − 1

− (k2 − 1)

)
+
BO −BD

2
(5.6)

By applying the above parameters, a series of ellipsoids are distributed in the ”big-

box” model where the ellipsoids are set not to overlap. Once the ellipsoids are placed,

a Metropolis algorithm is implemented whereby the β positions are occupied according

to user defined inputs [131]. An example of this strategy is illustrated in Figure 5.4(a).

As illustrated in the model, spherical regions of order are dispersed in the superstructure

with the colors indicating the degree of order as it changes in the spherical regions.

In a simplified fashion, PNRs are introduced into the structure using the equation for

an ellipse as shown in Figure 5.4(b). Within these regions, all the Pb cations are displaced

in the same randomly selected 〈111〉 direction. Within each ellipse, the displacements

are in the same direction, but for another ellipse the direction changed to another of

the 8 possible variants randomly. The magnitude of the displacements is also randomly

chosen and falls in the range of 20-40 pm away from the ideal center position. In all, the

structure generated contains 10.8% volume percentage of PNRs in accordance to those

values observed in diffraction [32].

Diffuse scattering is first calculated for models that contain only chemical order.

These calculations provide a baseline for the effect of strictly chemical order in PMN.

With DISCUS, diffuse scattering is calculated for the hk0 reciprocal space plane. In the

experimental hk0 reciprocal space plane, no diffuse scattering is evident at the 1/2h1/2k0
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Figure 5.4: (a) Distribution of CORs in a 50x50x50 unit cell super structure determined
using the statistical model. (b) Randomly distributed PNR structure where Pb cations
are displaced in a random 〈111〉-type direction.

positions, as the displacive scattering butterfly and elliptical shapes dominate the inten-

sities. The hk0 diffuse scattering plane is shown in Figure 5.5(a) illustrates weak diffuse

spots appearing at the 1/2h1/2k0 positions. These reflections, while can be attributed to

the presence of chemical order, would otherwise be weak if the model also contained dis-

placive order. For comparison the diffuse scattering is calculated for the hk0.5 plane for

the ordered model as shown in Figure 5.5. In this case the 1/2h1/2k0 reflections appear

significantly more intense than for the hk0 simulation. While these simulated results are

more consistent than the experimental hk0.5 plane, The higher order reflections remain

more intense in the simulation in comparison to the experiment. This result is likely due

to the incorporation of a larger degree of chemical order in the simulations than present

in experiment.

Simulations are also carried out for structure models that incorporate both chemical

order and nanoscale polar regions. As evident from experimental observations of diffuse

scattering, the strong butterfly and elliptical shapes are mainly attributed to the polar

displacements. Figure 5.5(c) illustrates the simulated diffuse scattering calculated for the

hk0 plane. Unlike the hk0 plane simulated from only chemical order, as shown in Figure

5.5(a), there are no superlattice spots evident at the 1/2 positions. This is a result of the

strong signal calculated from the presence of the polar displacements.
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Figure 5.5: Diffuse scattering patterns calculated for the (a) hk0 and (b) hk0.5 for a
structural model containing only chemical order. Diffuse scattering is also calculated for
the (c) hk0 and (d) hk0.5 reciprocal planes for a structural model with both chemical
order and Pb cation displacement.
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A final simulated case is the hk0.5 plane for the structural model and chemical order

as shown in Figure 5.5(d). Unlike the case shown in Figure 5.5(b), spots are present at

both the integer and 1/2 spots. While these spots are weak, they point to inconsistencies

between the models and the actual structure. In order to better understand the origin of

these spots and relate them to experimental observations, additional model configurations

are necessary.

5.5 Discussion

While the application of statistical techniques have yielded some features consistent with

the patterns observed in experiment, there are additionally features that must be incor-

porated to more accurately match experimental observations. Monte Carlo simulations of

the relaxor PZN have achieved reasonable agreement with experiment, all though more

cation/anion interactions have been introduced. Due to the 12 fold coordination of Pb

cations with oxygen anions, a statistical relationship between Pb and its 12 surrounding

oxygen anions must be introduced. At it’s ideal position, Pb cations are underbonded

with respect to their oxygen neighbors and must shift along a 〈110〉 direction toward a

neighboring oxygen position [129]. This finding points to a strong relationship between Pb

and O, although the B sub-lattice cation distribution also plays a role in these distortions.

Computational evidence points to the B sub-lattice cation distribution playing an im-

portant role on their neighboring oxygen anions. In the case of PMN, the charge variation

resulting from the distribution of Mg(2+) and Nb(5+) cations result in either overbonded

or underbonded oxygen anions. This effect on the oxygen anions in turn creates local en-

vironments where by Pb cations can be attracted or repelled to certain oxygen anions

[52, 132, 133]. This relationship is also further complicated since B sub-lattice order can

create local variations in the field, which in turn influences the shift of the Pb cations

[28]. While a complex relationship arises between Pb cations, B sub-lattice cations, and

oxygen anions, most features in the diffuse scattering can be replicated by simplified

Pb-O and B-O relationships. Although not necessary to replicate diffuse scattering, the

interplay of polar order likely has a small influence on the resulting patterns. Further,

while these relationships are not necessarily needed to attain good agreement in diffuse

scattering patterns, they play an important role in the emergence of relaxor properties

[37].
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5.6 Conclusions

While diffuse scattering is a useful technique for interpreting short range correlations in

disordered materials, it’s interpretation is not as straightforward. Although characteristics

such as the butterfly and elliptical peaks that appear in the patterns for relaxors, there is

still debate as to the exact mechanism which leads to the shifting of cations. While some

studies indicate that shift in Pb occurs in 〈110〉 directions [134, 129], other observations

have pointed to shifts along 〈111〉 directions [135]. Further complicating the interpretation

of the relationship between the A and B sub-lattices is the presence of the oxygen anions.

Charge and atomic radii variations on the B sub-lattice cations in relaxors result in shifts

in the oxygen positions, that in turn, influence the Pb displacements.

Further development of atomic models are necessary to understand the origin of diffuse

scattering in relaxors and other complex materials. STEM imaging provides an addition

means of directly observing the atomic structures in these complex materials. With the

continuing development of STEM imaging techniques, the combination of mass contrast

imaging and differential phase contrast will provide both local structural and chemical

information. Specifically, future application of differential phase contrast will allow for

the observation of oxygen anion positions. This information combined with the chemical

sensitivity of HAADF imaging will provide greater insights into how cation and anion

positions shift in response to their local environments.

The application of statistical techniques provide an additional means of building

structural models to simulate diffuse scattering. In cases where cation distribution is

seemingly random, advanced statistical algorithms will provide a means of incorporating

uncertainty to these structural models. Further, the same structures built for diffuse scat-

tering simulations can also be applied to simulations of electron diffraction and STEM

image simulations. The combination of these techniques will provide key observations

that are crucial for understanding continually complicated material systems.
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Chapter 6

Understanding the Origin of

Ultrahigh Piezoelectricity in

PMN-PT Single Crystals

Although PMN is one of the most highly studied relaxors, it is most commonly commer-

cially used in the form of a solid solution with the traditional ferroelectric PbTiO3 (PT).

The solid solution of a relaxor with a traditional ferroelectric such as PT is known as a re-

laxor ferroelectric, and typically displays greatly enhanced piezoelectric coefficients (d33)

and electromechanical coupling (k33) in comparison to unmodified relaxors. Develop-

ments in crystal growth have further increased the properties of PMN-PT single crystals

through rare earth element doping. The increased electromechanical properties of these

doped single crystals is of great technological importance given the wide range of applica-

tions for PMN-PT single crystals. In this chapter, aberration-corrected STEM imaging is

used to study the atomic structures of PMN-PT single crystals with, and without doping.

In addition to commercially available PMN-PT single crystals, next generation relaxor

ferroelectrics that utilize A-site doping are also investigated. These A-site doped PMN-

PT single crystals demonstrate significant improvements in piezoelectric properties and

it is necessary to understand how the crystal structure contributes to these properties.
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6.1 Introduction and Background

Lead magnesium niobate - lead titanate (1-x)Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 - xPbTiO3 (PMN-xPT)

single crystals demonstrate electromechanical properties that are significantly greater

than conventional piezoelectric ceramics. Piezoelectric coefficients larger than 2000 pC/N

and electromechanical coupling coefficients larger than 0.9 have been reported in PMN-

xPT single crystals near the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) [14, 15, 16, 136]. The

peak of these materials properties is attained at PT compositions near the MPB, which is

when x∼0.30-0.35. At low concentrations of PT (x < 0.30) PMN-xPT can be character-

ized by a rhombohedral structure (similar to PMN) and at high PT concentrations (x >

0.35), the structure is tetragonal. At these larger values of PT, PMN-xPT is no longer a

relaxor, and it transitions into a traditional ferroelectric. This is evidenced by the disap-

pearance of diffuse scattering from diffraction patterns [33, 34, 56]. The atomic structure

of PMN-PT at the MPB is believed to be a result of the mixing of the rhombohedral and

tetragonal phases [97]. Numerous studies have indicated that a monoclinic phase forms

at the MPB, with various low symmetry structures being proposed [137, 138, 139, 140].

Diffraction measurements indicate that there may be a mixing of structures including

the proposed monoclinic phases [137].

The origin of the large piezoelectric response in relaxor-PT single crystals has been

proposed to be a result of several factors. These factors include ease of polarization ro-

tation due to the monoclinic phase as shown in Figure 6.1(a) and electric field induced

phase transitions as show in Figure 6.1(b). The monoclinic phase has been proposed to

allow for polarization rotation between the rhombohedral and tetragonal phases in PMN-

PT, thereby easing polarization rotation. External electric fields have also been shown

to enhance piezoelectric properties in relaxor ferroelectrics in the form of poling to align

domains. Additionally, adaptive domain structures and the contribution of PNRs have

been considered as driving forces for high piezoelectric properties of relaxor ferroelectrics.

[54, 15, 136, 141, 142, 143, 144]. Despite numerous proposed mechanisms, there is not

a clear answer as to why relaxor ferroelectrics have significantly higher properties than

traditional ferroelectrics with an MPB. Recently, PNRs have been shown to contribute

significantly to the overall piezoelectric properties of relaxors as they can facilitate polar-

ization rotation [54]. Although these models show agreement with material properties, a

better understanding of microstructure is necessary.

Unlike traditional ferroelectrics, relaxor ferroelectrics such as PMN-PT are charac-
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Figure 6.1: Illustrations of (a) polarization rotation via a monoclinic phase and (b)
electric field induced phase transitions in relaxor ferroelectrics.

terized by cation disorder at the nanoscale. In turn this compositional disorder results in

local phase fluctuations and local fields [26, 38, 39, 145, 146]. In turn, these local chemi-

cal inhomogeneities are believed to drive in the formation of PNRs, resulting in the high

dielectric properties of relaxors [26, 28, 147]. Like PMN, (1-x)PMN-xPT is characterized

by a perovskite structure where the A sub-lattice contains Pb and the B sub-lattice con-

tains Mg, Nb, and the Ti cations introduced from the PT. As discussed previously, large

concentrations of PT will lead to PMN-xPT transitioning from a relaxor ferroelectric to

a traditional ferroelectric. As evidenced from electron diffraction, the presence of super-

lattice reflections in PMN illustrate the presence of B-site cation ordering of Mg and Nb.

As PT is added to the solid solution (and thus Ti replaces Mg and Nb), the intensity of

the superlattice reflections decrease and eventually disappear as PMN-PT transitions to

a traditional ferroelectric [33, 34, 130]. The inclusion of Ti serves to disrupt the ordering

between Mg and Nb while promoting the growth of ferroelectric domains. It is clear that

the interplay of chemical distribution and polar structure has a profound effect on the

properties of relaxor ferroelectrics. In order to understand the origin of this behavior, it

is necessary to understand local chemical and structural relationships.

Recently, it has been shown that the incorporation of rare-earth dopants lead to

greatly enhanced piezoelectric properties in relaxor ferroelectric ceramics. Piezoelectric

coefficients on the order of ∼1500 pC/N have been observed in these PMN-PT ceramics

with the inclusion of various concentrations of samarium (Sm) [113]. These d33 values

are significantly larger than conventional PZT ceramics and on par with some relaxor

ferroelectric single crystals. The incorporation of Sm in the PMN-PT ceramics also serves
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to shift the MPB to lower values of PT (x = 0.28 in comparison to the typical value of x =

0.35 for PMN-PT ceramics). These results present a new paradigm for the development

of next generation relaxor ferroelectrics.

The effect of rare earth dopants on the relaxor PMN has been reported previously.

Studies have shown that incorporation of another cation on the A sub-lattice such as

lanthinum (La), results in significantly enhanced chemical order in PMN. While ordered

domains in unmodified PMN are on the order of ∼2-5 nm, the incorporation of various

amounts of La result in ordered regions that can be microns in size, with a larger degree

of order [41, 42]. It is evident that inclusion of these dopants on the A sub-lattice of PMN-

PT results in significant modification and atomic structure and the resultant properties.

While it has been suggested that the incorporation of Sm on the A-site of PMN-PT

results in local structural heterogeneity, there has not been direct evidence how it effects

the structure. The interplay of chemical heterogeneity on atomic structure is the driving

force of these greatly enhanced properties [113]. These phenomena must be understood

in order to further the development of next generation relaxor ferroelectrics for industrial

application.

6.2 Experimental Details

The samples discussed in this chapter are PMN-PT single crystals oriented along the

〈001〉 zone axis. Two compositions are utilized in this investigation, PMN-28PT and Sm

doped PMN-28PT. The doped samples are nominally doped with 1% Sm in the intital

growth step. The crystal growth is performed using the high temperature flux method as

discussed in Chapter 2.1 [14, 16]. Sample preparation was performed by wedge polishing

and low temperature argon ion milling [8]. A conductive carbon layer was deposited on

the samples in order to mitigate sample charging.

HAADF-STEM imaging was performed on a probe-corrected FEI Titan G2 S/TEM

with a Schottky field emission gun operated at 200kV. The semi-angle of convergence is

19.6 mrad with a beam current of 30 pA in order to mitigate sample charging and beam

damage. For HAADF imaging, the annular dark-field inner collection semi-angle was

77 mrad. Images were acquired and processed using the revolving STEM (RevSTEM)

technique, which consist of 40 images with 1024 x 1024 pixel frame size and a 90◦ rotation

between successive frames [9]. Sample thickness was determined using position averaged
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convergent beam electron diffraction (PACBED) [70]. Image analysis and quantification

were carried out using custom MATLAB scripts. Where necessary, the multislice method

was used to simulate STEM images, with parameters matching experiment [76]. Thermal

diffuse scattering was modeled using the frozen phonon approach [91] with appropriate

Debye-Waller factors.

In addition to HAADF-STEM imaging, differential phase contrast (DPC) provides an

additional opprotunity to investigate structure in PMN-PT samples. Since DPC utilizes

a segmented detector, the various signals collected on the detector can provide in insight

into the polar structure of these materials [80]. The presence of polarity in PMN-PT

samples will be accentuated with DPC since the signal will vary as electrons interact

with the atomic structure. This technique is useful for investigating polar structure in

both the microstructure and crystal structure.

6.3 Investigation of Chemical Distribution

The incorporation of Ti on the B sub-lattice of PMN-PT results in a more complicated

distribution than found in PMN. While the structure of PMN-PT is dependent on the

concentration of PT in the system, it is fairly well understood that low PT concentrations

result in a rhombohedral phase, while high PT concentrations result in a tetragonal phase

[25, 28]. Compositions near the MPB present the most amount of challenges for structural

characterization, but these compositions result in the best properties for PMN-PT. In

traditional PMN-PT solid solutions, the A sub-lattice contains only Pb cations, but

recent works have demonstrated greatly enhanced properties for PMN-PT with dopants

that fall on the A sub-lattice [113]. Initial studies have demonstrated greatly enhanced

piezoelectric coefficients in PMN-PT single crystals that have been doped with Sm on

the A sub-lattice.

6.3.1 Investigating Chemical Distribution in PMN-PT Single

Crystals with HAADF-STEM Imaging

As discussed in previous chapters, the chemical heterogeneity of PMN makes it difficult

to characterize its atomic structure. The combination of both chemical order and polar

structures result in a system that holds many open questions regarding extensive research
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[38, 39, 100]. Solid solutions of PMN-PT are further complicated by the coupling of the

relaxor behavior of PMN and the ferroelectric nature of PT. Since traditional PMN-PT

single crystals contain only one species on the A sub-lattice, its structure should be easier

to characterize than for A-site doped PMN-PT. On the B sub-lattice, Ti takes the place

of either Mg or Nb cations. The atomic number of Ti falls in between Mg (Z = 12) and

Nb (Z = 41) with an atomic number of 22. The combination of these atomic numbers

makes it difficult to differentiate the relative concentrations of each element on the B

sub-lattice [5].

Figure 6.2: Normalized intensities for the A sub-lattice of (a) PMN-28PT and (b)
Sm:PMN-28PT. For comparison, normalized intensities for the B sub-lattice of (c) PMN-
28PT and (d) Sm:PMN-PT are also presented.

The introduction of Sm into PMN-PT single crystal solid solutions further complicates
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the structure of the A sub-lattice. Both PMN and PMN-PT are characterized by large

displacements of Pb cations resulting from B sub-lattice chemical heterogeneity [32, 45].

The rare-earth dopant of interest, Sm, has an atomic number of 62, which is lower than

the atomic number of Pb, which is 82. Further, while Pb cations hold a charge state of

2+, the charge state of Sm is 3+. The difference in charge state will result in A-sites that

have a net charge. In order to mitigate this difference in charge, cation vacancies must

be present to compensate. Since the charge of Sm is +1 greater than Pb, the structure

would need to have one vacancy per 2 Sm dopants in order to balance this difference in

charge. The presence of vacancies on the A sub-lattice of PMN-PT should be noticeable

since a cation with a large atomic mass will be removed from the structure.

HAADF-STEM imaging is a useful method for investigating the presence of vacancies

in doped PMN-PT. Moreover, the presence of Sm with a decrease of 20 in atomic mass

should also be noticeable when studying PMN-PT. As shown in Figure 6.2(a) undoped

PMN-PT has a fairly consistent A-site intensity distribution where, on average, the A-site

intensity varies less than 10% across an image. In contrast, Figure 6.2(a) illustrates that

the A sub-lattice varies significantly more for the Sm doped PMN-PT crystals. In some

instances, the intensity can vary up to 18% more or less than the mean value. Overall,

the standard deviation of the A sub-lattice intensities is 70% larger for the Sm doped

samples vs. the undoped samples. Although these large differences are not typical in a

position with uniform atomic masses, factors other than the atomic masses (or vacancies)

that can influence these intensity values would be cation distortion.

In order to ensure that the large variations in intensity of the Sm doped PMN-PT

samples are a result of either vacancies or Sm inclusion on the unit cell, the B sub-lattice

for each sample is also investigated. Like for PMN, the B sub-lattice of PMN-PT can be

characterized by chemical heterogeneity with the added complexity of Ti cations being

present on the sub-lattice. For PMN-28PT compositions, the B sub-lattice should be

occupied with 24% Mg, 48% Nb, and 28% Ti cations. Like for Sm on the A sub-lattice,

the atomic numbers of the elements on the B sub-lattice can vary significantly since

Nb has an atomic mass over 3x larger than Mg. With this large difference, significant

intensity variation is expected on the B sub-lattice of PMN-PT. As shown in Figure

6.2(c) the B-site intensities can vary by >30% across an image. The distribution between

undoped and Sm doped PMN-PT is fairly similar as shown in the distribution show in

Figure 6.2(d). These distributions indicate that the inclusion of Sm on the A sub-lattice
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mainly effects that position, rather than neighboring B sub-lattice positions.

Figure 6.3: Location of A-site atom columns that have intensities ±5% of the mean
value for (a) PMN-28PT and (b) Sm:PMN-28PT. A-site atom columns with intensities
±10% of the mean value for (c) PMN-28PT and (d) Sm:PMN-28PT. Note: No A-site
columns in PMN-28PT met this definition.

To further atom column intensities, atom columns are identified where the intensity

of that column is ±5% larger or smaller than the mean value. The distribution for PMN-

28PT is illustrated in Figure 6.3(a) where approximately 7% of all the A sub-lattice atom

columns are identified as meeting this requirement. The distribution for Sm:PMN-PT

contains many more points as shown in Figure 6.3(b) where over 30% of the A-site atom
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columns vary more than 5% of the mean. This distribution is also investigated intensities

that are ±10% and is shown in Figure 6.3(c) for PMN-28PT. None of the atom columns

in the PMN-28PT sample were 10% larger or smaller than the mean value. In the case

of Sm:PMN-28PT, several atom columns are identified as having intensities 10% larger

or smaller than the mean value as show in Figure 6.3(d).

Figure 6.4: STEM image simulations of the A sub-lattice intensities for 9 nm thick (a)
PMN-28PT and (b) Sm:PMN-28PT. Simulations are also carried out for the A sub-lattice
intensities of 12 nm thick (c) PMN-28PT and (d) Sm:PMN-28PT.

In order to determine the source of the large intensity variation on the Sm doped

PMN-PT samples, STEM image simulations are employed. In order to simulate these

structures, supercells of PMN-28PT are built using the average structure of this com-

position. Although these simulations incorporate global structure, they do not take the

local structure into account. Simulations are performed on 12 nm thick cells without Sm

doping and with doping. For the doped samples, the nominal Sm composition of 1% is
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incorporated into the structure, and 0.5% of the A-sites become vacancies. The vacancies

are incorporated in order to maintain a charge neutral system. In each case, the Sm

dopants and vacancies are distributed on the A sub-lattice of PMN-28PT using a bino-

mial random distribution. The result of the unmodified PMN-28PT simulation for a 9 nm

thick cell is shown in Figure 6.4(a). This simulation illustrates a fairly uniform intensity

distribution with some variations that may arise due to thermal diffuse scattering effects.

The difference, however, is accentuated for Sm doped PMN-PT simulations, where the

range of intensities increases by a small amount. In order to obtain better comparison to

experiment, distortions on the A sub-lattice sites need to be included.

Further analysis of the PMN-PT simulations show that the standard deviation of the

A sub-lattice intensities are about 60% larger for the doped simulations. While the A

sub-lattice intensities for the undoped samples vary ±5% from the mean, the intensities

for the Sm doped PMN-PT vary ±8% from the mean. In contrast, the B sub-lattice

intensities for both sub-lattices remain nearly identical, which ranges from ±35% from

the mean. The 60% difference in intensity standard deviation between the two cases is

similar to the 70% difference found in experiment. Other factors that could influence the

intensity of the distribution include large atom column distortions and the presence of

contaminates on the surfaces of experimental samples. Regardless, the inclusion of ∼1%

Sm dopants and ∼0.05% vacancies on the A sub-lattice of PMN-PT is enough to create

significant variations in intensity compared to the ideal case.

6.3.2 Investigating Local Structure in PMN-PT Single Crystals

Significant structural distortion is expected for PMN-PT materials. Since the origin of

their properties is commonly associated with lattice distortions away from centrosym-

metric positions, cation and anion positions should be significantly displaced. As was

discussed for PMN, the A sub-lattice undergoes the largest magnitude of structural dis-

tortion that results from chemical heterogeneity on the B sub-lattice [28, 32, 100]. This

analysis for PMN-PT is further complicated due to the emergence of macroscopic polar

domains which coexist with the PNRs. This is the result of mixing a relaxor PMN, with

a traditional ferroelectric, PT. In unmodified PMN-28PT, the structure is expected to

be rhombohedral, since the composition is lower than the MPB. However, it was demon-

strated that Sm doping in PMN-PT ceramics shifted the MPB from x = 0.35, to x =

0.28 [113]. With this consideration, the structure of Sm doped PMN-PT may include
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additional phases that are associated with an MPB composition. Here, the structures of

PMN-28PT with and without Sm doping, are investigated on a per atomic site basis.

Similarly to PMN crystals, the distances between A sub-lattice positions are investi-

gated since it is expected that these sites hold the largest degree of structural distortion.

As illustrated in figure 6.5(a), Sm doped PMN-PT demonstrates significant structural

distortion on the A sub-lattice. Across small regions, the A-A distances have a σA−A of

8.5 pm with a mean lattice parameter of 401 pm. These values are significantly smaller

for undoped PMN-28PT where σA−A = 5.25 pm. In this case, the measured lattice pa-

rameter is approximately 402 pm. In each case the lattice parameters of PMN-28PT are

smaller than for PMN, with the σ values being larger than PMN for Sm doped PMN-PT

and smaller for undoped PMN-PT.

Figure 6.5: Atomic distances between A sub-lattice sites in (a) Sm:PMN-28PT and (b)
PMN-28PT. For comparison, distances between the A and B sub-lattice sites are also
presented for (c) Sm:PMN-28PT and (d) PMN-28PT.
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For comparison, the B-B distances in the PMN-PT samples are also investigated.

The addition of PT to PMN results in the inclusion of Ti on the B sub-lattice, but since

the solid solution percentages are the same, a comparison can be made between doped

and undoped samples. In each instance the B-B lattice parameters are similar to those

of the A sub-lattice with values of 401.5 pm and 401.2 pm for the doped and undoped

samples respectively. Despite similarities in lattice parameters, the distribution between

the distances of both samples varies. In the case of the doped samples, σB−B = 3.25 pm,

a value consistent with the B sub-lattice of PMN. In contrast, σB−B = 5.1 for the B

sub-lattice of undoped PMN-PT, a value similar to the A-A sub-lattice distribution. In

order to better understand this result, visual inspection of the distances are necessary.

Like for the A-A distances, the A-B distances can be plot directly on STEM images.

The doped samples are considered first, with distances illustrated in Figure 6.5(c). The

A-B distances appear to vary from region to region with some of the largest values ap-

pearing to cluster in local regions. For undoped PMN-PT, the distance distribution varies

significantly less locally, with the A-B distances having a larger range of approximately 50

pm. While larger distortion occurs on the A sub-lattice of the doped samples, the overall

distortion between A and B sub-lattice sites is larger in undoped samples. Qualitatively,

the A-B distances in the doped samples appear to resemble those observed in unmodified

PMN. Comparatively, the A-B distances for the undoped samples appears to resemble a

more traditional ferroelectric material, with large off center displacements.

In order to confirm the difference in the sub-lattice structures of both the doped

and undoped PMN-PT samples, a pPDF is constructed for each sample. As shown for

PMN, the pPDF illustrates how structural distortions are significantly larger for one

sub-lattice versus another. Additionally, the σ-distribution of PMN indicated short range

structural correlations on the order of 1.5 nm in length. The pPDF will also provide an

indication on how the A-A and B-B distributions change with increasing distance for

each sample. Figure 6.6(a) shows the calculated pPDFs for the A sub-lattice of the two

respective PMN-PT samples. For the entire range of distance, the Sm doped samples

demonstrate more variation in the distances between n-th like neighboring pairs. This

observation indicates that significant structural distortion persists locally in Sm:PMN-

PT, and moreso than for unmodified PMN-28PT.

The pPDF calculation is also performed for the B sub-lattice of the PMN-PT sam-

ples and is illustrated in Figure 6.6(b). The distribution is slightly larger for the undoped
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Figure 6.6: Projected pair distribution (pPDF) for Sm:PMN-28PT and PMN-PT sam-
ples separated into the (a) A sub-lattice and (b) B sub-lattice positions.

PMN-28PT sample, although it remains consistent for increasing distances. This is evi-

dent from the large A-B distortions that are observed in undoped PMN-28PT, which are

not observed in Sm:PMN-28PT. The pPDF behavior in Sm doped PMN-PT is likened to

that observed for PMN, where A sub-lattice distortion varies significantly compared to

the B sub-lattice. This observation may point to a relationship between the local cation

distribution when Sm and vacancies are incorporated onto the sublattice.

The width distribution of the pPDF can be futher visualized by using the σ- dis-

tribution. Like for the case of PMN, the σ-distribution illustrates how the width of the

pPDF peaks change with distance. The σ-distribution for Sm:PMN-28PT is illustrated

in Figure 6.7(a). Unlike the distributions for PMN, the distributions for both the A and

B sub-lattice positions, appear to increase past 4 nm, where as PMN has a peak value

between ∼1.5-2.0 nm. Despite this, the behavior of both the A and B sub-lattice posi-

tions otherwise agrees with PMN. The σ-distribution for the A sub-lattice demonstrates

an oscillatory behavior where σ increases and decreases with distance. This behavior,

however, is not observed in PMN-28PT.

The σ-distribution observed in undoped PMN-28PT, as shown in Figure 6.7(b) is un-

like that observed in PMN or Sm:PMN-28PT. For both sub-lattice positions, σ increases

with distance, but more so for the B sub-lattice. Additionally, the σ values for the B
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Figure 6.7: Projected pair distribution (pPDF) for Sm:PMN-28PT and PMN-PT sam-
ples separated into the (a) A sub-lattice and (b) B sub-lattice positions.

sub-lattice become larger than for the A sub-lattice at distances larger than 1 nm. The

linear increases in the σ values can be attributed to the larger macroscopic domain struc-

ture where the domain regions are larger than for PMN and Sm:PMN-PT. These results

illustrate that the microstructure of the doped PMN-PT is more similar to PMN than

the undoped PMN-PT and are a likely cause of the differences in material properties.

Additionally, the influence due to the incorporation of Sm and Pb vacancies is a likely

cause for the changes in microstructure.

6.4 Integrated DPC Imaging of Sm:PMN-28PT

Integrated differential phase contrast (iDPC) imaging provides numerous opportunities

to further analyze material structure at varying length scales. It has been established that

the center of mass (COM) of a convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) pattern is

linearly related to the projected electric field in a sample [80]. Through the use of a four-

quadrant detector, the movement of the COM position can be determined at every pixel

position in an image. In the case of a ferroelectric material, the projected electric field

can be calculated and used to visualize the domain structure. Figure 6.8(a) illustrates

contrast variations present in a reconstructed iDPC image which are a result of domain

structures.
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Figure 6.8: iDPC STEM images taken of Sm:PMN-28PT. (a) In the gray scale image,
local variations in contrast can be seen in agreement with domain structures. (b) A color
map illustrating the phase direction can be plot directly on the image to visualize the
domain angles.

Further, by applying the calculated phase at every pixel in an iDPC STEM image,

direction of the phase shifts can be visualized. Figure 6.8(b) illustrates the domain con-

figuration for the Sm:PMN-28PT sample. As the color illustrates the direction of the

domain structures, it is evident that various domain structures of both 90 and 180 de-

grees are present. Although iDPC is an effective tool for visualizing domain structures

in ferroelectric materials, care must be taken as to avoid the interpretation of sample

preparation artifacts. The sample preparation procedure must be taken into considera-

tion, as the bombardment of the samples with ions can alter the domain structures [148].

In these cases, it is necessary to alter the sample preparation process in order to mitigate

these artifacts.

In addition to providing the ability to visualize macroscopic domain structures in fer-

roelectric materials, the collective signal from iDPC imaging allows for the visualization

of oxygen anions. With a sufficiently thin sample, the signals collected on the four quad-

rants of the STEM detector can added/subtracted to extract varying information. In

one such case, the signals from the four quadrants can be subtracted to obtain an image
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with the signal similar to an annular bright field (ABF) image. This image can then be

inverted as to show the an image with similar contrast to a conventional dark-field image

as shown in Figure 6.9.

Figure 6.9: Inverted bright-field image taken from Sm:PMN-28PT. The highest intensity
columns represent Pb/Sm, while the dimmer columns represent the Mg/Nb/Ti.

The inverted bright-field image can then be analyzed in a similar fashion to a HAADF-

STEM image. Figure 6.9 illustrates the A sub-lattice displacements relative to the B

sub-lattice. The displacement patterns illustrated resemble those taken from a traditional

HAADF image where displacements tend to be in one direction, but vary in magnitude

across a small region. As in the case of HAADF, individual displacements can vary

significantly from the overall trends observed. This method while commonly employed in

STEM image analysis of ferroelectric materials, however, excludes information from the

oxygen anions. In order to calculate an effective polarization, information regarding the

oxygen positions is necessary.

The development of iDPC imaging allows for the extraction of information that is
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not typically visible when in HAADF mode. Since HAADF-STEM demonstrates strong

mass contrast, the signal from lighter elements will not be visible [5]. This is due to the

large mass difference between the cations that make up PMN-PT, where heavier elements

such as Pb (Z = 82) and Nb (Z = 41) dominate the signal. The oxygen anions (Z = 8)

are not visible since they do not result in electrons scattering to high enough angles for

them to be collected on the STEM detector.In contrast, iDPC utilizes a detector with

a significantly smaller semi-angle of convergence whereby the signal from the segmented

detectors can be used to reconstruct STEM images. An example of the application of

iDPC imaging is illustrated in Figure 6.10

Figure 6.10: Integrated differential phase contrast imaging of Sm:PMN-28PT illustrating
the positions of all the atomic columns including oxygen. (a) Off-center A sub-lattice
displacements relative to the B sub-lattice and (b) off-center A sub-lattice displacements
relative to the oxygen anion posisions.
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6.5 Discussion

In order to understand the origin of the high piezoelectricity in Sm:PMN-PT single

crystals, comparisons can be made with Sm doped PMN-PT ceramics. In the case of Sm

doped PMN-PT ceramics, XRD patterns were analyzed by approximating the structure

as a tetragonal phase with a minor orthorhombic component. The composition of the

orthorhombic phase was found to increase from 8% to 24% when cooling from room

temperature to 200 K, and remain nearly constant with further cooling to 20 K [113]. This

observation is consistent with observations that PNR volume increases with decreasing

temperature in Pb-based relaxors [32]. Further, in the case of PMN and PMN-PT with

low PT concentrations, the growth of PNRs is estimated to freeze at T∼200 K when the

nanodomains begin to overlap [28, 53, 149]. This observation points to the contribution

of PNRs in the structure of doped PMN-PT.

Doped PMN-PT ceramics were also investigated using conventional TEM techniques.

Lamellar-type domains on the order of 80-300 nm were observed, and it was concluded

that the Sm doping had minimal impact on the size and structure of these domains. With

this observation, the emergence of ultrahigh piezoelectricity can not be attributed to a

change in macroscopic domain structure [113]. The incorporation of rare earth dopants

such as Sm or La into relaxors have numerous effects on the microstructures of these

materials. In the case of Sm doped PMN-PT, the inclusion of Sm serves to shift the

location of the MPB to lower PT values. TEM observations of these materials found that

the in 2.5 mol % PMN-31PT ceramic, a long range tetragonal domain structure have

orthorhombic PNRs coexisting with in them [150]. These obsevations have also been

confirmed through the use of X-ray diffuse scattering experiments for PZN [129]. This

observation also points to the lack of a clear model explaining the emergence of relaxor

ferroelectricity. Different material systems demonstrate varying changes in properties and

domain structures as both composition and the inclusion of dopants is altered.

The impact of incorporation rare earth elements into unmodified PMN has been the

subject of numerous investigations. TEM investigations have pointed to greatly enhanced

COR diameters when 25% of the Pb cation sites are replaced with La(3+) [41, 42]. Like

for Sm, La has a charge state of 3+, thus their effect on the charge distribution in PMN

will be similar. The limited size of CORs in unmodified PMN is believed to be a product

of the local charge variation on the B sub-lattice. Due to the charge variation between

Mg (2+) and Nb (5+), it is energetically unfavorable for these CORs to grow to excessive
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size. In other examples of relaxors, such as PST, the COR size can be engineered to larger

sizes with appropriate heat treatments. This scenario, however, is not possible for PMN

as it becomes necessary to incorporate chemical additives into the structure [37, 39].

In the case of rare earth elements, Sm and La, the tendency to enhance the chemical

ordering is attributed to the 3+ charge of La which replaces the 2+ charge of Pb. Due

to the substitution of charges onto the A sub-lattice of PMN, it is believed that this

promotes the formation of longer ranged chemical order [35, 36, 130].

The incorporation of Sm into PMN-PT results in competition between the forces

leading to chemical order, with the forces that result in traditional ferroelectricity. In

PMN-PT, the continuous incorporation of PT into the solid solution results in a transi-

tion from a relaxor ferroelectric to a traditional ferroelectric. While chemical ordering is

considered to be an effect of interactions between Mg and Nb, this effect is not expected

for Nb and Ti [33]. The incorporation of Ti cations into the B sub-lattice of PMN-PT

has the opposite effect on the promotion of chemical order in comparison to the inclusion

of La/Sm. The incorporation of the additional charge of La (3+) in place of Pb (2+) is

believed to relax bonding constrains and local charge imbalances, making it energetically

favorable to have increased COR size.

The origin of the ultrahigh piezoelectric response of Sm doped PMN-PT single crys-

tals is still not fully understood, given their recent fabrication, however these materials

will be the subject of ongoing work. Investigation of Sm:PMN-PT ceramics attribute the

improved piezoelectricity to a higher volume fraction of heterogeneous polar regions. In

this sense, the incorporation of Sm tends to disrupt the formation of long range ferro-

electricity observed in unmodified PMN-PT. In the context of dielectric measurements

and phase field simulations, it is believed that Sm creates perturbations in the local order

parameters of both polarization and strain. Further these perturbations further increase

interfacial energies and polarization gradient energy in the doped system in compari-

son to undoped PMN-PT [113]. These experimental observations are supplemented with

phase field simulations demonstrate that Sm incorporation leads to a flattening of the

free energy profile of the of the Sm:PMN-PT system [54].

Further efforts toward understanding the origin of the high piezoelectricity in PMN-

PT single crystals will need to be focused on understanding the relationship between

local chemistry and structure. Although conventional HAADF-STEM imaging is a useful

technique for analyzing micro structures, it is limited by the difficulty in visualizing
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oxygen anion positions. The continued development of differential phase contrast imaging

will provide a new paradigm for materials analysis at atomic resolution. By combining

the wealth of information available in both HAADF and DPC imaging techniques, a

more thorough understanding of atomic structure can be attained.

6.6 Conclusions

In summary, the greatly enhanced piezoelectric properties observed in Sm doped PMN-

PT in comparison to its unmodified form, can be attributed to the changes in the mi-

crostructure. While the degree of chemical order in PMN-PT is expected to decrease as

the PT content increases, the incorporation of Sm has an opposite effect whereby chem-

ical ordering is enhanced. This can be attributed to the the incorporation of 3+ charge

of Sm which takes the place of the 2+ Pb charge and the resulting A-site vacancies that

are expected. The effect of 1% Sm inclusion in PMN-28PT is highly evident in HAADF-

STEM imaging. The intensities on the A sub-lattice vary extensively in the case of Sm

doping. The Sm doping however, does not appear to influence the B sub-lattice chem-

ical make up, as intensity distributions remain consistent between doped and undoped

PMN-28PT.

The changes in the atomic structure of Sm:PMN-28PT appear to be significant. In

the case of Sm:PMN-28PT, the distance distribution between the A sub-lattice appears

to oscillate between larger and smaller values, such as in the case of PMN. This trend

is not observed in undoped PMN-28PT, as the nearest like-neighbor σ-values increase

with distance without oscillating. This behavior is more typical of a traditional ferro-

electric were two domain orientations are present in the structure. These results are in

agreement with studies performed on Sm doped PMN-PT ceramics where the Sm incor-

poration is believed to result in local structural heterogeneity, increasing the number of

polar domains. In these cases, the incorporation of Sm onto the A sub-lattice generates

competition between the driving force to promote chemical chemical order and long range

ferroelectricity.

Finally, iDPC imaging provides additional insights into the atomic and mesoscale

structure of PMN-PT single crystals. Using iDPC various 90 and 180 degree domain

configurations are evident. The use of iDPC will play an important role in the continuous

characterization of ferroelectric materials. Using these techniques, it will be possible
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to calculate the electric field distribution in a STEM image at various magnifications.

Further, it will allow for the calculation of net polarization of the cation positions relative

to the anion positions.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

The studies presented in Chapters 3-6 demonstrate the ability of microscopy to gain

better understanding of materials at various scales. While STEM instrumentation and

technology has seen numerous advances over the past few decades, the technology will

continue to develop, allowing for more extensive understanding of materials. As illustrated

in this dissertation, STEM has the unique ability to probe the relationship between local

structure and chemistry in a variety of materials. Moreover, the ability to combine real

space crystallography with chemically sensitive spectroscopy offers a characterization

technique that is suitable for characterizing many materials systems.

While the subject of the work in this dissertation is single crystalline relaxor and

relaxor ferroelectric solid solutions, the findings have direct implications to a variety of

materials. The interplay of chemistry and structure is a driving force that influences a

variety of material properties and must be understood in order to continue the develop-

ment of the next generation of materials. In such a case, there are extensive efforts being

put forth to develop lead-free piezoelectric materials. While these materials may not cur-

rently perform as well as their Pb containing counterparts, a thorough understanding of

high performance relaxor materials will aid in the development of the next generation of

materials. The following sections of this chapter are summarized below and suggestions

are made for future work.
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7.1 PMN Conclusions and Future Work

The contents presented in chapters 3 and 4 involve characterizing the chemical make up

and local structure of the relaxor PMN. In chapter 3, the nature of chemical order in

PMN was investigated by imaging thin samples along the 〈011〉 zone axis. According

to the widely accepted charge balanced ”random-site” model, two B sub-lattice posi-

tions exist, a Mg rich βI position, and a Nb rich βII position. While it is believed that

∼2-5 nm CORs exist within an otherwise disordered matrix, the results discussed in

chapter 3 demonstrate that ordering appears to take the form of a gradient, whereby

there is a transition from high order at the center of the COR and disorder as the anti

phase boundaries (APBs) are approached [100]. These experimental observations were

verified through STEM image simulations using the multislice algorithm. These simula-

tions demonstrate that the the resulting intensity distributions obtained from the ”space

charge” or ”random-site” models are inconsistent with observations made in experiment.

These results demonstrate that ordering occurs in a gradient so that the energies at the

MPBs is minimized.

In chapter 4, local structural characterization was performed on PMN oriented along

the 〈001〉 and 〈011〉 zone axes. With advances made toward the accuracy and precision

of STEM imaging, it is possible to perform accurate real-space crystallography in the

STEM [10]. Through the use of STEM imaging, the volume fraction of PNRs in PMN

was calculated through analysis of 10 images along each zone axis. The estimated size of

the PNRs in both cases is approximately 1.5 nm, with an estimated 6% of the imaged

volume falling in the category of a PNR. While this is less than the 11% determined from

diffraction [32], discrepancies can be accounted for due to effects of projecting a three

dimensional volume in two dimensions.

Further, the chemical sensitivity of HAADF-STEM imaging provides a means of di-

rectly visualizing the relationship between chemistry and structure on a per unit cell

basis [59]. In the case of PMN, the local unit cell lattice parameter for the A sub-lattice

is found to increase with the intensity of the opposing B sub-lattice. This points to an ex-

pansion of the local unit cells as the opposing sub-lattice contains a higher concentration

of Nb. Further analysis of local structure in PMN illustrates a statistically significant

relationship between the Pb position and the intensity of the surrounding B sub-lattice

sites. In PMN imaged along multiple zone axes, Pb is found to displace toward Mg rich

neighboring B sub-lattice positions. This observation is consistent with those made in
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other studies [38, 39].

Future work on PMN should focus on in-situ heating and biasing experiments with

combined efforts on imaging and diffraction analysis. While in-situ diffraction experi-

ments are commonly performed on relaxors [47, 49], an added complexity is presented

for electron microscopy. In-situ sample preparation for the electron microscope remains

challenging, novel preparation techniques for heating [13] and for biasing [151] have been

investigated. A sample for electron microscopy must be both sufficiently thin and free

from contamination. For both heating and field experiments, the evolution of the mi-

crostructure can be observed with both atomic resolution STEM imaging and dark-field

imaging. These experiments can be carried out further to observe the evolution of diffuse

scattering with temperature and field. These experiments, coupled with simulation will

provide a more extensive means of understanding the origin and evolution of relaxor

ferroelectricity.

7.1.1 Investigation of Pb-free Piezoelectrics

Due to the environmental impact of lead containing materials, numerous efforts have

focused on investigating and developing lead-free piezoelectric materials. While there are

numerous candidate materials being considered for these applications, these materials are

yet to outperform lead based piezoelectric materials. On of the most promising lead free

piezoceramics is (K0.5Na0.5)NbO3 (KNN), which is being investigated as an alternative

for PZT ceramics [152, 153, 154]. While high levels of strain have been attained in these

materials, there is a strong temperature dependence on the phase transitions that occur

in these materials. Further, KNN ceramics exhibit a ferroelectric to antiferroelectric tran-

sition that occurs below the Curie temperature. These microstructural transitions lead to

degradation that inhibit technological application of these materials. In order to actively

utilize effective lead free materials, it is necessary to understand how the microstructure

responds to external stimuli such as temperature gradients and electric fields.

Futher additional lead-free piezoelectrics include (1-x)Bi1/2Na1/2TiO3-xBaTiO3 [77],

and (1-x)Ba0.2Ca0.8TiO3-xBi(Mg0.5Ti0.5)O3 [155]. Both BNT-BT and BCT-BMT can be

characterized by the presence of PNRs, chemical segregation and octahedral tilting.

STEM imaging and diffraction in the electron microscope offer additional opportunities

for the characterization of these materials. Due to a more complex chemical structure, i.e.

multiple cations on each sub-lattice, observation of structural heterogeneity can be more
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difficult than in the case of PMN and PMN-PT. Given the mass contrast of STEM, these

phenomena can be observed along multiple zone axes and as function of heating and field.

Since piezoelectricity manifests itself from various structural features, it is important to

understand the structures of these Pb-free materials in comparison to traditional Pb

containing relaxors/piezoelectrics. The knowledge gained from such studies may provide

further insights for the continued development of lead-free piezoelectrics.

7.2 Diffuse Scattering Conclusions and Future Work

While STEM imaging has made many advances in recent years, diffuse scattering re-

mains a standard method of characterizing short range order in a variety of materials.

While diffuse scattering has many advantages, the benefit of STEM imaging is its spatial

resolution. STEM allows users to probe structural and chemical information at the unit-

cell level. The information gained from STEM imaging is also useful for the analysis of

diffuse scattering. A through understanding of diffuse scattering requires the application

of simulations to understand the origin of diffuse scattering features. The incorporation

of information from STEM provides an additional means of building ”big-box” models

for the simulation of diffuse scattering.

The combination of STEM imaging and diffuse scattering provides a potential means

of combining information from multiple regimes. For future work, observations from

STEM imaging can be incorporated into structural models where the diffuse scattering

will be calculated. Further, these models can be used to perform multislice STEM image

simulations. This combination of experimental efforts will provide additional validity to

the observations made from both STEM imaging and diffuse scattering. While current

methods of simulating diffuse scattering typically involve the application of Monte Carlo

or reverse Monte Carlo algorithms [78, 79], a direct method of incorporating defects and

correlations would provide a user with more control of their structural models. While the

use of Monte Carlo can replicate diffuse scattering relatively well, it remains difficult to

confirm a simulated structure with an actual structure.

Finally, with the continued development of STEM imaging instrumentation, it is

possible to obtain high quality diffraction patterns in the electron microscope. While

traditional CCD detectors saturate due to the strong intensity of Bragg peaks, pixelated

”four-dimensional” STEM detectors have a large dynamic range, allowing for the collec-
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tion of sufficient signal to observe diffuse scattering [156, 157, 158, 159]. These detectors

can avoid the issues of saturation that arise when using a CCD camera. While these de-

tectors have numerous advantages for their imaging capabilities, they provide an effective

means for collecting diffraction patterns as well. Examples of diffuse scattering collected

for PMN oriented along the 〈001〉 and 〈011〉 zone axes are illustrated in Figure 7.1(a-b).

As evident from the pattern collected along the 〈001〉 zone axis, as shown in Figure 7.1(a),

characteristic butterfly shapes are present. Additionally, the pattern acquired along the

〈011〉 zone axis, as shown in Figure 7.1(b), illustrates strong superlattice reflections in-

dicative of short range chemical order. Future work can be aimed at quantifying these

patterns in conjunction with imaging techniques.

Figure 7.1: Electron diffuse scattering collected on a pixelated detector for (a) 〈001〉 and
(b) 〈011〉 oriented PMN.

While X-ray or neutron diffuse scattering is most commonly performed on single crys-

tal samples, diffuse scattering in the electron microscope allows for the probing of smaller

regions. Additionally, like for X-ray and neutron diffuse scattering, the ”big-box” sim-

ulation technique can be used to simulate electron diffuse scattering. While it is often

necessary to simulate STEM images to interpret them, the same models can be used to
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simulate images and diffraction patterns. Although previous efforts have modeled elec-

tron diffuse scattering [135], the advent of 4D STEM and pixelated detectors will allow

for higher quality patterns to be recorded at local scales. Like for X-ray and neutron

diffuse scattering, in-situ STEM sample preparation will allow for the measurement and

interpretation of diffuse scattering as a function of both temperature and field. These

techniques will allow for the observation of dynamic phenomena in both real and recip-

rocal space as a function of external stimuli. These observations will provide key insights

toward the understanding of material phenomena in a variety of materials.

7.3 Sm:PMN-PT Conclusions and Future Work

The incorporation of the rare earth element samarium in PMN-PT ceramics has been

shown to greatly improve their piezoelectric properties [113]. While piezoelectric coef-

ficients larger than 1500 pC/N have been measured in Sm:PMN-PT ceramics, these

coefficients are significantly larger in single crystalline PMN-PT as well. The increase in

the piezoelectric properties in Sm:PMN-PT is attributed to the promotion of microstruc-

tural heterogeneity and flattening the free energy profile of the compound as determined

through phase field modelling [54]. While the direct relationship between the Sm dop-

ing and the atomic structure is not fully understood, previous studies have shown that

the rare earth element lanthanum enhances the chemical order in PMN. This is in con-

trast to the decrease in chemical order expected from incorporating PT into the solid

solution [33, 34]. Understanding the relationship between the chemical order and do-

main structures are crucial for understanding the origin of ultrahigh piezoelectricity in

Sm:PMN-PT.

In order to further characterize Sm:PMN-PT, it is necessary to combine information

from STEM imaging and diffraction. While chemical order can be visualized down the

〈011〉 zone axis of PMN, the emergence of chemical order in Sm:PMN-PT should be

evident when measuring diffuse scattering. In order to determine the extent of chemical

order in Sm:PMN-PT a pixelated STEM detector can be used to record diffuse scattering

along the 〈001〉 and 〈011〉 zone axes. While CORs and PNRs have been studied exten-

sively in PMN, the extent of these structures in Sm:PMN-PT is not currently known.

Although the ultrahigh piezoelectric properties measured in Sm doped PMN-PT ceramics

are attributed to enhanced microstructural heterogeneity, further efforts are needed to
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confirm these claims [54, 113]. Diffuse scattering measurements coupled with structural

modelling will provide significant insight into the micro structures of these materials.

Various types of correlations persist in PMN-PT of various compositions [105], the inter-

pretation and modeling of these correlations will provide an understanding of the origin

of ultrahigh piezoelectricity in Sm:PMN-PT.
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